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While tanning may he a new fad for
students, some are concerned with the
consequences of 'fake and hake "

No, St the A-fashwn-nado's style super
heroes fighting clothing crime on campus

the men's basketball team lost to Delaware
fSSi in the final seconds of the Dukes' season finale Monday.
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KDR educates on hazing issues
Panelists hold discussion to raise community awareness
BY BECKY ABBIT

contributing writer
Representatives from several campus and community
organizations came together
Tuesday as the Kappa Delta
Rho fraternity held a panel
discussion
to
increase
awareness and understanding of hazing within the
community.
Inter-Fraternity Council/
Panhellenic Judicial Council
required KDR to put together
an educational program for
another campus organization

as part of its October sanctions. During Iratmiitv rush m
October, KDR received a
ludicial Charge of Hazing
dealing with a minor pledge
and alcohol. University sanctions included both the
requirement of holding a program and social probation
until the end of the Spring
2002 semester
Tlie fraternity put together a
program that strived to focus
on the community addressing
hazing as a whole instead of
liisl as a Greek issue, according

to junior Nicholas Peterson
pTOOadcnl ot KDR.
The presentation was an
open-panel discussion consisting 01 10 repivsrnt.itiw-. from
the |Ml' Community including
fraternity and sororitv members, organization advisors.
JMU faculty and student
organizations. Peterson moderated the panel
KDR explained tin- definition! and examples of hazing through a PowerPoint
presentation, with junior
famei Shcaslei .i member of

KDR, narrating.
'Our whole societv is
going through •' paradigm
shift " ShtiaWy said. "SCKI.MV
IS seeing this more and more
as a problem now. but (hazing)
has always existed." He said
KDR wanted to take hazing
head on by opening discussion tin the subject.
A problem with hazing is no
one is witling to talk about it,
according to senior Andrew
Lux, the chairman of the

SARAH H\rK?J&4fphtXOtnipher
Sgt. Robert Landes of the JMU police pointed out the need for
hazing reform to begin within organizations.

sec COMMUNITY, page 5

Vandalism a plaguing problem
Incidents of Destruction/Damage/Vandalism of Property in Harrisonburg
Percentages based on total crime reported monthly.
According to the Harrisonburg Police Department,
vandalism consistently is the most22.79%
reported crime each month.
»OV. 01

Students share stories,
offer prevention tips

17.17%
Sept. 'oi

BY JENNIFER SIKORSKI

hood of her car, scraping the
car's paint.
"At first I was in shock,"
Tippett said. "Then 1 was
very emotional. I felt scared
and threatened because 1
thought it was just me that
it had happened to, that it
had been a personal attack.
Then I was pissed off when
I realized it was a bunch of
drank idiots."
Unfortunately, vandalism
is not a rare occurrence In
Harrisonburg. Scenes like
tin' DM that greeted Tippett
occur every weekend. This
past weekend alone. In*
Colin'
Al first I was in shock. H.im-onburg
Department received three
Then I was
reSOftl of property damage
and vandalism
very emotional.
Between September 2001
and January 2002, there
— Dawn Tippett have been 394 reported
senior incidents of destruction,
damage or vandalism of
property in Harrisonburg.
Every month, vandalism
accounts for the largest percentage of reported offensTippett walked outside es, according to monthly
Police
only to find a large brick Harrisonburg
embedded in her Jeep's Department crime reports.
"If
s
always
a
constant."
M mdslueld. An 8 by 11, 4inch thick landscaping brick Sgt. Kevin Lanoue said.
had been ripped from the "And there is always more
shrubbery beside her Foxhill crime that is unreported than
townhouse and hurled at the is reported.
"In January there were 67
car, causing an intricate spider web of cracks to sprawl reports of property damage,
across the
windshield. and 1 wouldn't say that's
Shards of broken glass litset STl'DEXTS, page 4
tered the parking lot ami the
senior writer
When senior Dawn
Tippett awoke early Sunday
morning, she began preparing tor her daily trip to
L'REC, unaware of what
awaited her outside. There
was a knock at her front
door, which her roommate
answered. A minute later,
she heard her roommate
urgently calling her name,
telling her she nad to come
outsule.
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Two students
to compete in
national debate
Debaters to travel to Mo.
B-,

RICHARD SAKSHAUG

News editor
Two students will travel to
Southwest Missouri State
1 mwrsitv in March to represent the JMU Debate team at
this year's National Debate
Tournament. Juniors Michelle
Lancaster and Cate Morrison
qualified for the event after a
-.till showing at the Feb.
16 and 17 district debate tournament at the Catholic
University of America in
Washington, D.C.
It's really exciting,"
Lancaster said. "All the
work we've done has finally
paid off."
The team of Lancaster and
Morrison is one of 10 teams to
qualify in JMU's district brack-

et. District 7. which IndudtJ
Virginia,
Pennsylvania.
Mats Kind, West Virginia Mid
Washington 1 > C. according to
Director of Debate Pete
Bsumek. There arc nun- dk>
tricts total in the nation, he
said. Of the 250 to 300 two pa
son teams thai compel..! mb
vear nationally, I total of 78
teams will attend the national
tournament. Bsumek said.
Teams are Judged at tournaments based on then ahilih
to use persuasive arguments
present evidence and highlight what is important about
the debate topics. Bsumek
said. Judges include pratesors from other universities.
graduate students, profession
als who debated in college and

SGA seeks candidates
Candidate packets for upcoming
campus elections now available
M< HI I.H
senior writer
I lectioni < andidat* packets for the March 27 and
April 3 campus election!
became available Tuesday at
BY JANF.

naoenmq M PI n HSI MI K
Michelle Lancaster (left) and
Cate Morrison
team COM has
At the national tournament.
held March 22 to 23, tin- learn
will debate eight turn-, during
the lirsl three day*. Alter this
period, tlie top 32 teams will he

the Student

Government

Association
Web
site
(in imiirJu electioru.html)
and at the SGA office in
Taylor 234

putted Into one elimination
bracket On Ihfl fourth dm tin|udgei whittle thi teame down
to one team In recent wars.
IMI lias made it into the top 32
bracket three tunes, according
to Bsumek
The team works on one
l.'l'h lot the whole vear. This
war s topic i~ Kc.olvcd: That
the United Stales federal gov
ernment should substantial!)
throughout Indian Country in

The
SGA's
Campus
I lections ( ornmiUee is over
swing this spring's elections.

see DEBATERS, page 5

The ejection will determine

Eadaral

control

the positions lor the SGA
F.xecutive Council, the prcsident and vice president ol the
Honor Council, the student
tap re*inlarlve to the Board of
Visitors and the Class Council.
According to an SGA press
release, any full-time student
with a 2.0 grade point average
or better who has attended
JMU for at least two MI—SHI
is eligible for tlie positions ot
SGA executive president and
s< A executive vice precidenl
of Administrative Affairs, two
seats on the Executive Council.
The remaining positions
of SGA executive vice president of Student Affairs, SGA
executive treasurer, president and vice president of
the Honor Council and Class
Council have the same eligibility requirements, with the
exception that the student
see SGA. page 5
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Students MM out ballots In last
year's SO A elections.
Elections this year will be
held March 27 and April 3.
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FRIDAY, MAR. 1

• Tapping Into the l Hdden l"b Market, Nation*!
\ idaoconfennca, Dr, Donald Aahat) .I national Caract
t xpert will help itudenti *'i all dIadpUnaa i" undcnrtand
effective job leaich itialegleii 5 to 630 p.m. call Academk
Advising .mil Caraei Devetopment .it KM555 tot mote
Information ot vtaH ummjmiLalH/earur
• Baptist 5tudenl Union large group pmiaa .ind worship,
5:30 p.m., Bapii-i Student Center on the comer of
Cantrcll Avenue and South Mam OIMMU, contact Aichfc
al -IM-HI22

1

Baseball vs. Albany, 2:30 p.m.. Long Field/Mauck Stadium

SATURDAY, MAR. 2
• Lacrosse vs. University of Pennsylvania, 1 p.m..
Lacrosse held
• Women's Basketball vs. Virginia Comonwealth University,
7 p.m.. Convocation Center

SUNDAY, MAR. 3
• Young Democratic SodaU*ti(YD5-)MU) general
nurimg. 8 p.m, Iaylor309, )<>r more Information,
m fimi nUi/orgt/ymmgdemuc/oi contact
Aaron or Adam at-ii.vMii

POLICE LOG
Bv KIMBERLY MCKENZIE
police log reporter
Nathaniel
D.
Clarke.
19.
of
Marblehead, Md and Robert E Lelsy.
19, ot Richmond were arrested and
charged with manufacturing and selling fictitious IDs Feb. 22 at 8:55 a m
In other matters, campus police report
the following:
Breaking and Entering
•
A JMU student reported an
unknown sub|ect reportedly entered
their Eagle Hall room and stole a
wallet Feb. 14 between 530 p.m.
and 7 p.m The incident currently is
under investigation
Assault
• Israel Roberts, 20. of Alexandria
was arrested and charged with assault
Feb. 20 involving an act of intolerance The incident occurred as part of
an ongoing dispute, which started
Nov. 1,2001

Disorderly Conduct
• Ben|amin E. Larsen. 19. of Arlington
was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct in White Hall Feb. 22 at
11:41 p.m.

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry Eucharist service followed
by a home-cooked dinner, 5 p-m., Canterbury House on South
Main Street across (rum the Quad, contact Emily at antmiet

Possession

House Editorial: Alumni center on
unfamiliar side

7

Breeze reader's view Human rights
activist clarifies group goals
7
Darts & pats

8

Breeze reader's view Details
prove/show embryonic stem cell
research ethical

8

Spotlight: What do you plan to do
over Spring Break that you didn't do
over Winter Break''
9

LIFESTYLES

WEATHER
Today
Sunny
High 42 Low 17

Underage'

OPINION

Crosswords

12

Horoscope!

12

FOCUS

of

Alcohol
•
Paul L Johnson, 18. of Silver
Spring, Md. was arrested and charged
with underage possession of alcohol
and resisting arrest Feb 23 at 12:05 a.m.
Grand Larceny
•
Four turbo flares were reported
missing from the Convocation Center
Feb 23 between 7:25 p.m. and 9:30 p.m

High

Low

Friday

Mostly Sunny

50

26

Saturday

Snow to rain

41

30

Sunday

Rain/snow

43

21

Monday

Snow Showers

39

18

From pale to tan what to know about
tanning salons
11

STYLE

MARKET WATCH

Trespassing
• Five trespass notices were issued to
five non-student subjects for reportedly yelling rude comments from a vehicle at the intersection of Bluestone
and Duke drives. The incident
occurred Feb. 22 at 10:33 p.m.

WsdnMday, Fob 27.2002
DOW JONES

AMEX

9.33
close 2.92560
NASDAQ

sec POLICE LOOp.y.4

1.27
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12.97

1.27

close. 1,753 89

dose: 1,10806
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Paths and Influences: Journeys
in color

13

All things literary

13

"Queen of The Damned" movie
review

13

A-fashion-nado

13

Just go out

14
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Style 1.6-3151
G.Anmgny.Seec^Ha.l
News xM699
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OpirwnTocu. .8-3846
Hsmsonburg. Virginia 22807
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Advertising
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Ashley Gibbs
Jeremy Hunt
TimRiQ
Tyler ShacWetord
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Advertising
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Amanda Hincker
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HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
Daniel G. Witmer, MD.
Louis E. Nelson. M.D.

C. Lany Whitten, M.D
Herbert E. Bing, M.D.

M. Catherine Slusher, M.D.
Sherry L. Driver, F.N.P.

WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8am and 5 p.m.
Cost $3 00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words; boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

Men's basketball

15

Men's basketball CAA tournament
preview

15

Baseball

16

Lacrosse preview

" 3

Archery

18

Hometown Music
CHIMBS, AMPS, DRUMS,

PA

AND MORE

Bass GuHst Sale! \ *»-JJgf«*

^o

New Zoom 10 track
digital recorder only $699
Maeltle & Electro Voice PA gear

Valleu lanes tW

Lane, 'oiler ampi
PA and lighting renlali

Pamper your pets at Valley vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly

&&*''
Sunday & Monday
9:00 pm - 1:00 am

OB

-' » *r" &

.'»

Wednesday, Friday
Saturday, Sunday

West Side Barber Shop
and Styling Salon
Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

Zlldjiin cymbali now
40% off lit! every day
Ne« Deerinq banjo modalt

Ask about our
new extended hours
TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

a

Nav guitar & ban moaeli
In Jtock From Ibanez

- www.rrametowniiiiisic.net

Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800)545-3348

r

_
H]j#8j]|

Small Animal • Medical Surgery t(fcMj|jOJV
Boarding • Grooming

433-VETS

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

O'CIVIC
t a-* 1 I

ton r

$6.oo
HairCuts
Men & Women
7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Walk-Ins
Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockinqham New Holland

442-6722

Sharon, Debbie, Crystal, Brenda, Nicole R. Sara,
Michelle, and Nicole C. formerly of the Hair Corral
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"The laws in Mexico are very
strict; those who are out of line
will certainly be dealt with."

■ Spring Break
Experts share traveling
advice. Diet drugs,
stress up.

SUEWEHNERS

travel agent
see below

sea below

SPR ING BREt\^

2

°°2

■■■

Kn by STEPHANIE NELSON/j/u;*
An
M1SP

Experts share safety tips as Spring
Breakers plan perfect getaways.

_. Bv Mv Noo
destitutions. Ai frequent visitor
The California Aggie
herself, she said the beaches
After weeks of midterms are one of the main attractions
and papers, students are But she also noted Cancun. as
more than ready to cloM out well as other well-known
winter quarter with a splash Mexican resorts, are notorious
— Spring Break.
for excessive drinking and
Many students anticipate heavy partying.
Sue Wehners, a travel agent
swimming at the warm-water
beaches of Mexican resorts. with Davisville Travel, said she
Others hope to head to nearby has been swamped with stuski resorts to catch the remain- dents booking vacations to
ing winter snow and ride the Cancun for Spring Break.
"The availability of hotels
slopes. While travel agenda
suggest what to do and where and air carriers is very limitto go, other organizations, like ed," she said.
Wehners noted students
the U.S. Department ot Stale
provide tips on how to make usually go to places with drinking and partying in mind
students' vacations safe"Students on their Spring
According
to
Helen
Zimmerman, a spokeswoman Break are more prone to |get]
for the widely recognized into\K.ited," she said.
While she said she undertravel agency Sun
Trips, Cancun is rated stands this, she cautioned students about the imporamong the most
tance of proper
vacation
conduct.
"The laws in
Mexico
are

verv
very strict; those who are cnit
out of
nf
line will certainly be dealt
with," Wehners said
The U.S. Department oi state
Bureau of Consular Affairs also
is concerned about students
traveling to Mexican resorts or
other foreign countries during
Spring Break. According to a
press release, the department
stated excessive alcohol consumption and inappropriate
behavior while in another country can do more than ruin ,1
vacation — it can land vacationers in a foreign jail or worse.
According to the release, more
than 2,500 American citizens are
arrested abroad — about hall on
narcotic charges.
"Americans who travel to
foreign countries assume
immunity from prosecution
simply because they are
American citizens; however, the
truth is that Americans are
expected to obey all the laws of
the countries they visit," the
release states.
The release goes on to
state laws and freedoms of
the United States do not
apply to Americans
in foreign countries.
For example, the
department warns in
the release Mexican
authorities do not tolerate crude remarks.
"Making obscene or

biaiMm
-- considinsulting MM.*.
remarks are
ered criminal activities by
Mexican
authorities," the
release states.
According to another
press release issued by the
State Department. Mexican
resorts, especially those in
Cancun, have high incidents
of theft and rape.
"|US| citizens should be
aware that some bars and night
clubs in resort clubs, especially
in Cancun, Cabo San Lucas,
Mazatlan and Acapulco, can be
havens for drug dealers and
petty criminals Some establishments contaminate or drug the
drinks (increasing the potential
for rape|," the release states
Wehners also stated Spring
Breakers constantly should be
aware of their surroundings
and become familiar wilh the
rules and laws of the country
they plan to visit
Whether traveling abroad
or within the United Slates,
students have yet another
thing to look out for when
making their plans — scan
travel agencies. This is especially important when booking via
the Internet, since illegitimate
bargains and scenic depictions
may lure customers.
An Institute of Certified
Travel Agents representatn |
who wished to
remain
unnamed said Kama are com-

iJ^^
, \--r~
mon. i«.i
Vulnerable
and inexperienced college students who
li.ne used ,i travel agencv
in the past arc usually the targets and victims of travel scams.
Me. is Rochefort, spokeswoman for the ICTA. stated in a
press release that it is important
to be an educated consumer
"There are certain steps to
follow to ensure that you are
dealing with a legitimate travel operator and not a scam
artist," he said.
The ICTA urges travelers to
make sure they are dealing with
a certified agent
"A
Certified
Travel
Counselor certification indicatta that a travel professional
haaattained a minimum of five
vr.irs .1 full-time travel industry experience and has completed a rigorous academic
study program and exam," the
release states.
In addition, certified travel
agents are required to complete continuing education
classes to remain current on
traveling trends.
It is crucial to do a thorough
background check of the company, according to the ICTA.
The ICTA has a list of questions
to ask to ascertain how many
years the company has been in
business under that same name;
how many times the contact
IKAVtLERS, page 4

Auburn U. diet drug use on rise
Spring Break plans
as Spring Break approaches
Xenadrine, Hydroxycut two best-selling dietover-the -counter drugs could cause stress
BY KRISTEN BAILEY

The Auburn Plainsman
With only one month until
Auburn University's Spring
Break, sales of diet pills, an
attractive solution to dropping
- excess pounds, are picking up.
"There is an increase in sales
• around Spring Break," said
i |ason Bates, an employee at
"GNC near Auburn Uni\er-.ilv
Ue sell about 10 to 15 bottl,-. ,1
i day. On a heavy day. that could
! actually double or triple."
•
Xenadrine and I ivdroxycut
\ are two of the best-selling diet
• drugs on the market. These
1 products are herbal and come
\ with a money-back guarantee.
\ Xenadrine claims to be clinically
• proven to increase fat loss 38.6
times more than exefdM and
, diet atone.
These pills can be taken up to
\ three times a day. They curb
| appetite and increase energy.
- Xenadrine contains ophedrinc, a
; component ot adrenaline
"I Ivdroxycut and Xenadrine
-are our best-sellers." Bates said.
i'The results vary from person to
^person. They work with an ever
Tcise program and are definitely
not miracle pills."
Another popular option is
^he Hollywood 48 I lour Miracle
^Diet. This is a liquid diet that
-claims to nd the body oi toxins
•while causing a 10-pound
w. ighl loaa Hi tv. i

The diet requires drinking a
bottle of liquid for two days,
while eating no food. The ad for
the product claims that it is a
"miracle juice."
"This diet would be basically
the same as drinking water,
kite-, said. "As soon as you start
eating again, you will put the
weight back on."
Although many diet pills
guarantee weight loss in a
short period of time, many
health risks are often associated with them.
"The warnings arc on the
label," said William Moates, a
salesperson at Nutrition First. "I
will always tell people, but
nobody makes you."
"College students are at an
extra risk said Reginald lone.
an Auburn pharmacy graduate.
"Sometimes they don't realize
that medications such as and
depressants and cold madldni
can react to the diel pills."
Diet pills should not be
taken by people with high
blood pressure, heart problems or thyroid disease.
"Drugs like Xenadrine make
your heart race and incre.w
blood pressure," (ones said
"Many younger people do not
ever knem that thev have heart
problem-. "
Another problem associated
with diel pills is the effects oi
alcohol mixed with the pills
Consuming alcohol while taking the pills can increase the risk
ot'dehydration.
Many people think there
are no risk*, associated with

BY SI MI K ROM

certain over-the-counter and
herbal diet pills. However,
herbal drugs come from many
of the same sources as other
drugs, Jones said.
"This increases the chance
of over consumption," Jones
said. "Many people think
that if one is good, two will
be even better This is definitely not the case."

-66
This diet would be
basically the same as
drinking water. As
soon as you start eating
again, you will put the
weight backon.
—Jason Bates
GNC employee

9?
Moates said, "These pills
have been available in other
countries for years. A problem in the United Slates,
though, is that many peopleare abusing them."
Jones said, "Be sure to check
with your physician before taking any weight-loss drugs I his
way you will make sure that
you are able to take them "
For students looking to
shape up before Spring Break,
the best option is combining a
healthy diet with exercise.

Daily Mississippuui
Spring break trawl may
cause mon." stress for University
ot Mississippi students than

relaxation this year.

Students who have not m.idc
Spring Break Might arrangement' m.iv have problems.
'[Students! .iren't going to get
to o' |on vacation] because the
airlines are sold out due to Spnng
Break." aaJd Kelahl GhobtDRj a
travel agent at Global Trawl
Sen-ice in lupelo Miss
There are limited flights to
Mexico and the Caribbean.
t. iholatan said.
Spring break is the busies!
HIM Of war in Mm ol an ti.it
fk and parking,'' said Dirk
Vanderleest, the executive director ot airport securit) at the
Jackson International Airport.
Vanderleest said Out it is best to
book flights early in order to
guarantee a seal on an airplane.
"Planning ahead is the key,
but we haven't had any problems accommodating [travel
ers|," said l.ini.e Young, the
manager ot marketing ami public aflairs ,it the Memphis
International Airport. Young
added that students should
arrive at least hVO hours prior to
flight lime because of the exten
ttvf sev uritj KMening
Some students are thing
out Of other airports beCSUM
tliov were unable to get the
flight time they wanted out

of Jackson

I am bMng "ut of Dallas
I.ove because the airlines there
Offend the day and lime that 1
wanted to travel," sophomore

Leah Gamer arid.

Some students are not flying
over Spring Break because of
the events ot Sept II
"My
friends'
parents
would not let them fly to
Cancun due to Sept. 11,"
Trace) Warren VVahlford said.
»inolstofl was assured that
despite many fears of flying
this is the satest time to travel by plane.

-6 6My friends' parents
would not let them fly
to Cancun due to
Sept, 11.
— Tracey Warren-VVahlford
U. of Mississippi student

-*5
To many students Horida is
a prime Spring Break location
and is within driving distance.
I >thers ,ire looking forward to
the dine to their Spring Break
vacation spot.

"I am driving bo Panama

City because I am looking
ward to the road trip with
friends/' Bill Biter said
Some of the easiest wa
tor students to try and
flights is with or throu
travel agencv or on
Internet Manv airlines i

Ipei Lais online that are
ottered over the ph
students who are loo
into cruises should remembe
that they must be 25 1!«
or married.
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Travelers warned of frauds
nUVEUDIS fromfmge t
person has visitr.i tin- daStiffcS*
tion, and vvhethrr or not the
firm hai extsnsjva sxpefienos
dealing with ItudentS
Do nol hsstfSjfc to call Iht
Consumer AflsilS I Vp.irtmtTit

or the Betas Business Bureau,"
thepn".s reksse ■tared.
t onsumen ma) nol always
gstwhatthsj expect Operators
aometimescan put travelers In .1
hotel th.it was not advertised In
the package
"Get everything In writing,''
the aristae stated "Before 1 \ en
putting a deposit down on a
trip, insist th.it all dstalk he put
in writing, including the name
of the all earrlef and hotel.
amenities, restriction^ and C8J1
oeDaHon poll
While some students Intend
to spend tiieir vacations 1
the country, others may prefer ,i
trip that .lot's not require pBSSports or travel agents
Many
University
of
dii 1 on 11.1 D.n i~ students plan
to head north to lake l.ihiv.
where some oi the most popular
ski resorts sre located, including
North Mar and Stem at Tahoe.
Still Othen are hoping to
win hig at the casinos in I .is
S%gSS If gambling is not oi
interest, one can attend the
many showi and concerts the
city has t,» offer I or in .■
visitors can take a step back
into the '80s and listen to 1 ruey
Lev* 1 and the News perform
live in Msrch Fans who are
POUCE LOG. from

paXe 2
Hercules Clark. 39. ol
Harrisonburg was arrested and
charged with alleged trespassing by the Convocation Center
Fab 25 at 8 50 p.m.

stuck on Kennv Rogers can BBS
him perform during Spring
Hreak as well Many other
singers and bands ol various
genres <ilso will DC performing.
including Chicago, 'N SVIK and

Pin Ido Domingo
I or those looking for local
romantic
getsways*
the

Monterey Peninsula ma) be
Oi interest \isilors can tour
the oldest operating lighthouse, which sits atop the
northernmost tip
t 1 the
peninsula. Other attracttOfU
in Monterey, Calif., include
the Monterey Bay Aquarium
W here \ lewen I .MI BM ihsfltS,
jellyfish, tuna, penguins and
eels; the National Steinbeck
Center, which holds archives
ot some of John Steinbeck's
most famous works; and multiple vineyards for tin-1 itkul*
rurally inclined.
lust miles swsj is Camel
( alii, which is 'known for its
silence, except for the gentle
breezes and natural roar of the

ocean," according to the dry oi
Carmd Website.
Carmel is recognized for
its beaches, but there are
many other attraction^ vial
tors can experience.
Whether traveling abroad or
locally, experts like Zimmerman
emphasized it is best to research
ones desired destination before
traveling
"The beat thing is to talk to
friends and family who have
experience traveling/* she said.

Personal Abuse
• TwoJMU students were |udicially referred lor reportedly
cursing at JMU student parsonnel in White Hal Feb. 22 al
11:41p.m.

News

Students recall vandalism incidents
su in \/s ■.

pay ;

abnormal h\ am means/ he
laid.
"That
number
also
includes when people break
windows tO get Into auto-- to get
things like ' I) ptavers
Vandalism is often a ran
dom u t. nol aimed dire* try al
the Individual it harmseenung randomness of the
Incidents 1- what victims say
anger them the most
I moved from being really
shaken up to being realh

angry;" npbetssid Itwaaran
dom chance; I 111st happened to
l>- parked in the KISOI whew
they decided to puk something
up and throw it. Some drunk
idiot basically decided to cost
me |200, adding wt another

expense to my lire
Adding to the emotional
stress, mons) is often an issue
tn vandalism \ i. tin,-. beCSUSC
insurance doSS nol alw.ns
s oi repair
Irecause it is an old oar, my
Insurance doesn't cover it,"
PJppett '-aid Ilie money comes
out oi my poi kei and m) Spring
Break budget '
The most common
vandalism against ,ars according to I .inoue, Include keying,
breaking wmdshieldfl knot king
oil side mirrors, throwing eggs
and slitting tires
Senior Amber Spiering
has fallen prey to vandals on

Mveral oryasionB
"It's happened a couple of

Number ot drunk in public
charges since Aug 25:102

YOU Could be
the next

Lucas

Spielberg

times," she said. "Once, I had
my car on campus in the parking lot by the Festival and left it
there overnight. I came back in
the morning to find my driver's side mirror smashed off
by a baseball bat, along with
eight other care'.
"I was so upset. I drove
right to the police department,"
she said. "They found all our
mirrors in a pile behind Blue
Ridge Hall. It was $400 in damage because it was an electric
mirror. They had to rewire the
whole car."
In another incident, a vandal
cut the wire connecting her car's
turn signal to the blinker, costing her $450 in repairs
In addition to dealing with
the
monetary
problems
incurred by vandalism, victims
must deal with the inconvenience of repairs.
"I have a 2000 Jetta and
was living in Ashby this summer,"
sophomore
April
Andrix said. "One morning I
got up and one of my hubCaps was missing At first I
thought it had just fallen off,
and I went to work. When I
got back, I noticed that there
were three other cars with
one hubcap missing, too.
There isn't a Volkswagen
dealership around here, so I
had to have my parents bring
me a new hubcap.
"Someone found it later In
the dumpster in Forest Mills.

They didn't even do anything
with it; they did it for no reason
other than to take it off. I was
furious It was such a petty
thing to do - steal a hubcap I
was mad because it was so
unnecessary to do something
like that. All it did was income
nience me," Andrix said.
Damages less severe in
nature still cause annoyances
Senior Lauren Moffat's car has
been vandalized on several
occasions, but never enough to
warrant repair
"Sophomore year, I parked it
in I (anson Field, and someone
stole the Nissan sign off my car
and coiled my antenna, it was
parked right next to the stairs,
so I'm guessing it was just some
drunk person. Then outside my
apartment last year, someone
walked on my car and dented
my roof. There were footprints
all over the hood.
"I was pissed off. It wasn't
Sir) real damage, but it makes
my car look ghetto. I still don't
have my Nissan symbols, then'
sre still dents in my car and the
antenna is still kind of crooked,"
Moffat said.
Once an act of vandalism is
discovered, the victim should
contact the police department
to file an incident report,
although the odds of catching
the vandal are slim, according
to I anoue "It's one of those
things w here you have tOOBtrJl
the person doing it in the act.

We usually do catch vandals,
but it's hard to pin them with
everything they've done. It's
hasicsMy hit or miss. We get
them for one of 100 things
they've done," he said.
When vandals are caught
and arrested, they usually can
be connected to a string of car
vandalism in the area, according to I anoue Their fates are
then placed in the hands of
the court
While vandalism is a weekly
occurrence, there are steps students can take to prevent their
cars from becoming targets.
"Don't leave valuables like
CDs in your car," said Stephanie
Kerley, property manager of
Foxhill Townhomes. "And if
you can afford it, alarm systems
are always good."
Spiering, a resident of
Ashby Crossing, has taken
further precautions to protect her car from further
damage. "My roommates
and I now park our cars
down further away from the
party scene. I've had too
many problems," she said.
Lanoue said that looking
out for one another is the best
preventative. "If you see something suspicious, call the
police. |ust because they're not
in your parking lot, messing
with your car, doesn't mean
you don't have a duty to
report it. Look out for your fellow students."

Have a happy and safe Spring Break.
The Breeze will be back in full force March 17.

College ParkAshby Crossintr
TF#rr<ad that you
don't have roomates?

Marshall
Submit your film to UPB's annual
STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL
Films must be submitted by
April 5, 2002 at 5:00 p.m.

to Taylor 203
Entries can b« no longer than lb minutes
and must b* completely original (the more creative....the better!!!)
please Include your name, title of your film .and phone number
with your submission

|UPB's Student Film Festival is open to itl JMU student
selected film trill be ibown on tee Kg Screen
«n Craftoe-StovaU Theatre
and voted on, by tbe audience,
directly after tbe screening

Don't Be!
Let Us help you!
We have roomate solutions!
Come pick up our
roomate matching profile
and find a good friend!

April 18, 2002
7:00 p.m.
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for more Information call Anthony or Laura at xS/815
or visit us on the web at www.upb.org

.fl-GEmR
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-1001
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Community hazing concerns addressed in discussion
COMMUNITY, from page 1

tant to us and value systems of

Student-Athlete
Advisory
Council. "Nobody really calls it
ha/ing," he said, while pointing
out there were few student athletes present. People just view
"ha/ini;" as .i rite of passage

people. With this comes a conidotMMM of defining and
changing hazing on campus."
Student

Organization

Services
Fraternity /Sorority
Life
Coordinator
Sheila

intoa group, hfl nld
Many people trying to be
accepted into a organization are

Williams said it is difficult to

willing to participate in events
which are considered hazing

are looking for black -and-white
definitions ... for a concrete list,

without concern, according to

but that doesn't exist." She said

begin change with such a gray
definition ot h.i/ine, "[FtOplt]

Zephia Bryant, senior assistant
director of C'MISS and advisor

the
definitions are
vague
because tliere are many things

for

that can be considered hazing.

the

Hl.uk

and

Latino

Caucus. "People tend to look at
these things ,is what will get
them accepted," she said.
Assistant
Dean
of
College
of
Science
Mathematics and

"When
the
community
ihangtv, together, then hazing

Senior Mike Thrailkill of
Kappa

Delta

Rho fraternity,

will change."

said it is important to understand that being part of a group

-U
The Greek community
has a long way to go,
but it's a good start.

isn't involvement with something, it is also to build your
own character. He said he

tionship, Grace said.

for educational purposes.

"The minority makes the
major changes," he said. When

"A fraternity putting it
together was really impres-

a group sees the need for
change, there will be people

sive," Gabriel said. "1 know it's
a problem, but I always thought

who are against it, but

it went with tradition."

the

hazing

minority, one person at a time,
will make the change come

Senior Peter McDonough, a
Theta Chi member, said, "It was

behaviors is for the best and
that change begins with one

about, he said.
Other members of the panel

a good cause and it needed to

person at a time.
Theta Chi fraternity advisor

included

Father

gram coordinator of Kappa

believes

changing

Michelle

be addressed within the community, but it would have been

rtarrell of Alpha Phi sorority

better if more parts of the com-

Catholic Campus Ministry said
he believes in ritual behaviors

and senior Natasha Dumerville,
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority and president of the

munity showed up to support
the cause."
Peter Tartero, national pro-

as a Catholic priest. "Ritual is a
powerful thing ... but ritual

Black and Latino Greek Caucus.
Grafton-Stovall was nearly

means mutual; hazing is powerful, but it is hierarchical," he

full, as the event was well
attended by members of the

Efforts by campus police
include trying to curb the ten-

said. There is a powerful relationship
between
creating

JMU community, including
both Greeks and non-Greeks.

the chapter.
"1 am very
pleased that KDR is helping

-Ben Willis
executive director. KDR

55

Junior Russell Hammond,
president of Sigma Nu fraternity, said, "Hazing has been

John

Grace

of

the

junior

Delta Rho, said he thinks this
was a positive solution to a
negative event experienced by

the
and

around forever and organiza-

Advisor to

.i>;«iiiist it However, they often
resort back to old ways, including hazing, he said.

dency toward these behaviors.
"I think people need to find a

brotherhoods and sisterhoods
with a model of mutuality, but

Freshman
Moni Gabriel
said, "1 thought it was interest-

pioneer the movement
their campus."

new way to be accepted," said

hazing breaks that solidified

"I think it's important to
realize that this is wrong, and

Sgt. Robert Landes of JMU
police, pointing out the need for

relationship, he said. Hazing
means that persons are above

ing. I knew it was always a
problem, but 1 never knew how

Ben Willis, executive director of the National Fraternity of

we need these discussions
often to point this out," he said.

change

other persons, and that breaks
the bonds of the fraternal rela-

long it had been going on." She
said she was pleased there was

Kappa Delta Rho, said, "The
Greek community has a long

an event like this put together

way to go, but it's a good start."

Kappa Delta Rho John I lanson
said. "There has been a reexamm.ilu'ii of values since Sept. 11;
it reinstated civility into the
country. We have begun to
question what is most impor-

tions

have

been

founded

to

start

within

the

afgMinttora

on

Debaters build on success SGA calls for student reps
DEBATERS, from page 1

one or more of the following

doing a research paper that has
no set end date. You keep work-

areas: child welfare, criminal
justice, employment mvtoplt

ing on it It's a pretty big commitment which is why it's nice

mental
protection, gaming,
resource management and taxation " The topic is decided by

but the end of the year tournament is the goal for everybody." he said.

SGA, from page 1

from the JMU student body

must have completed at least
one full semester at JMU. The
elections for senators and

as a whole. According
Mills, the best turnout

it's paid off."

Morrison said, "It's going to
be a lot of fun It will be our List

Morrison said, "If you really
want to get good, you have to

big hurrah for the year. We're
going in with a lot of confidence

class representatives occur in

the
National
Debate
Tournament Committee. They

put in the time."

and the ability to do well."

argue for and against the topic

putting in even more working

from all sides.

hours over the next month as

Bsumek said the pair will be

the fall.

to
in

recent memory was 18 percent two years ago.
"It would oe nice to get up

Trie student representative

to 30,40,50 percent" Mills said.

The debate program is
open to any undergraduate

to the Board of Visitors addi-

Junior Jonathan Coulter
said he agrees that a high voter

While the requirements for
the positions may be strict,
SGA President

tionally requires a 3.0 GPA.

them," freshman Jamie Ferrer
said. "Personally, I feel that as
long as someone is sitting in
the chair making the decisions,
even thing will be alright"*
The

candidates

will

be

campaigning and speaking to
various organizations from
M.mli

13 to 27 in order to

Morrison said her research

they prepare for the national

student in academic good
standing, according to the

on the topic has been enlighten-

tournament.
Being a part of the National

JMU Debate team Web site
(www.jmu.edu/orgs/debale).

Debate Tournament is a legacy

said he believes it is important
for the JMU student body to

should cherish and exercise

The program operates within

The
Campus
Elections
Committee, headed by senior

for the JMU Debate team. This

this voice out of duty."

the
School
of
Speech
Communication and is sup-

Catie Campbell, is arranging

get involved in the upcoming

Sophomore Melanie Benda

elections. Mills said the more

said she also believes it is
important to vote but will

ing
"There were a lot of
nuances 1 hadn't been aware
of," she said.
lancaster said,

"It's been

is the 22nd time in the past 24

really interesting to learn about
a lot of issues that don't usually

years that JMU has qualified for
the
national
tournament,

get covered."

according to Bsumek.

The students have been
preparing all semester for their

Tfi nice to keep
going." I.ancaster said.

debates, according to Bsumek.
putting in

The team attended several
other tournaments earlier in

about 20 hours of work a
week," which includes library

the year across the country.
Team members went to five

in Human Communication.
The
university supports

time, research work and writing
speeches, he said.

during fall semester and four

JMU debate by providing a

so far spring semester. Bsumek

Lancaster said, "The best
analogy I can make is, it's like

said. "These tournaments are
events in and of themselves.

travel budget and arranging for
faculty to work with the pro-

"They

have been

that

ported in many ways by the
larger university community,
according to the site. Any student

involved

with

debate

can receive academic credit
for participation by registering for SCOM 318, Practicum

gram, according to the site.

David

Mills

influence the SGA has with the
administration when advocating student interests, the better.
Applications for the campus elections are due in the

turnout is important. "Voting
... is an honor not everyone in
the world has," he said. "We

arouse student interest and
participation.

the campaigning schedule.
The Elections Committee has
"organized publicity for the

"probably only vote if I'm on
the commons that day."

candidate packets ... and
(they| are organizing a large

However, other students

candidate forum/debate on

do not believe that voting in
the election will have a sig-

positions except for Class
Council, which are due by
March 20.

nificant effect on the univer-

campus to occur before the
March
27
elections,"
Campbell said.

sity and therefore choose
not to vote.

For
more
information
regarding
the
upcoming

In addition to calling for

"I probably won't vote
because I don'tknow anything

campus elections, students

SGA office by March 13 for all

students to run

for office.

Mills said he would like to
see greater voter turnout

about the elections, nor do I
care to learn anything about

can go to sga.jmu.edu/elecHorn html or visit the SGA
office in Taylor 234.

Call me. I can help.
Get your nursing career off to a great start.

RN JOB FAIR

Oncology

• \.i.. ul.»

K.ml

• Othopntir
• ( anliopulmoiur*
• Pmffnmr CMV

Ncuro

**#*/

MONDAY, MARCH 11

Join the Bon Secoun. family, where you will Ix* rewarded
with some of the best benefits in the area including:

3 |)MI " f Mil
SHERATON RICHMOND WEST
6624 WEST BROAD STREET
RICHMOND, VA

•
•
•
•

Enhanced pay and MherJuJing
Tuition autsUncc
WonVlile benefits
favorable palient-io-sUlt ratio

Vbu've acquired .ill the skilK tor
ii successful nursing career, but
now you need a place lo hone
them. The Bon Secours Richmond
Health System, a group of husi*
lalsand health c are (iruvidors
< ommitted I" lean*, l.imily and community vakil's, rn.iv
In- just the right way lo start your CVMC

We. will also offer internships in many areas. Our internvlups programs are kfeal for taking you from entry to
e»|ierl level. For more details on RN internship opftoflunilKS viwl our wetisile at MAMKbOnMI uurycorn, or
cant tolht Job fofc

Our hospital is growing, creating new KN c^ienings far
the following anus:

| < * fcvTVIW.

Whatever field you divide to venture into, we'll liclp
you lo transition into ,in <■■< MMCV6H .nuljjive you
ample encouragement and advice along the way.

(804)287-7JOB
Memorial Regional Medical Center '** Richmond Cun

BON StCOUR:OURS
RICHMOND IISALTM SYSTtM
unilv HotpiUl -* St. Mjiy'i Hospital

WWW.BONSECOURS.COM

442-7878
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!
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^pply To Be A
FROG!
Picture yourself here!

The 2001 First yeoft Orientation Snides
Here 's whet former First yeaH Orientation Guides have said about their experience:
• Being o FROG was one of the best decisions of my life!1 Not only did I get to
meet and form relationships with on amazing group of fellow FROGs and OPAs.
but I realty bonded with my freshmen todpoles' as well* Just knowing that I had
a positive impact on their first year here at JMU made a great difference m my life
• Remember when you were a first year student at JMU and how you felt?
Now you get to give bock and help first years who feel the same way as you did
So believe me. it puts a smile on your face when you realize how you have changed
this campus and the lives of others
• Talking with first years about oil there is to do here and be a part of at JMU
mode me realize how proud I was to be a part of this university'
Make a difference in the lives of first year students
Take your leadership skills to the next level
Enjoy hard but rewarding work
Apply to be a FRO&

FROG applications are now available at www imu cdu/onentotion
Application review begins on Tuesday. March 19*
Questions? Come to the FR06 Open House on
Wednesday March 13TH from 40O-60Opm on the 2"* Floor of Wilson Hall.
Or. go to www |nui fdu/onentotion. coll 568-1767. or email ontntfltion#r'WLtdu

•

ttibbifl a>bb>t!

6€F0R€ WU LfcAVt FOR SPRIM6 BRtAK
S£CUR£ W0US1M6 FOR <M£XT J*£AR AT SUNCflAS£ APARTMENTS,

AND

£NT£RT0WIN$1Q0!
When you sign your lease with Sunchase between Monday 2/25
and Thursday 2/28, you will be entered Into a drawing to win $100.
Five names will be picked at 5:00 p.m. on 2/28/02.

CALL 442-4800, WWW.SU<\ICHAS£.N£T
OR STOP B^ Tfl£ SUNCHAS-E. CLUBHOUS£,
JUST OFF N£FF AV£MU£!
oak
L

S -'N(JASE
rrr.

•
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"The fact is thai the embryo in
question would never become a
human life even if its stem cells
were not removed.."
ASHLEY STOUGH
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"It would be nice it JMU's
new alumni center weren't in
what seems like left field.

freshman

see house editorial, below

sea column, paga 8

JACQUIE MAUER
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Human rights activist
clarifies group goals

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Alumni center on unfamiliar side
New buildings keep
sprouting up on the ISAT
side of campus like weeds in
a garden. Those who have
seen the campus evolve in
the past five or so years
have witnessed astounding
changes to the "other side
of campus.
JMU is a developing campus that is desperate to have
ISAT not seem like the
"other side." Rather, theepi■iitcr is expected to keep
loving further and further
rJst — a slab in the heart to
the many who still consider
the Wilson Hall cupola to be
the symbol of JMU.
The Quad is the pinnacle
of what college Ufa should be.
Students are strewn about
sleeping and studying, playing and talking. All seems
3iiiet for a while, and then
asses let out and the area
becomes a congestion of primarily college -aged students
living the JMU life. Further,
many of the buildings have

been a part of the college
since the beginning, or at
least close to it. It seems that
the traditional location choice
on campus to have an alumni base would be the Quad,
doesn't it?
Currently under construction adjoining the College
Center, the Leeolou Alumni
Center is looking more complete each visit to the Festival.
According to the Feb. 25 issue
of 77ie Breeze, a new location
for the alumni center was
selected due to its more visible location on campus.
The long ana windy
road that leads past the
ISAT campus probably is
not the most visible place to
have an alumni center, as
most of the alumni have yet
to see that part of campus.
Further, a building tucked
away near some parking
lots, some dorms and the
Festival probably is not
going to draw the crowds of
alumni who come back to
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JMU to reminisce.
It is important to have a
central location on campus
for the offices that deal with
alumni relations; however,
one must question the usefulness of the new upscale
building to the actual alumni
of this university.
When returning to the
'Burg, are the former students going to visit the center
as a way to connect to their
JMU past? Most likely not.
They will be heading to their
former departments, checking out their freshman year
dorm
and
meandering
through the campus. They
will be hitting Harrisonburg
hot spots and restaurants
where they spent many an
evening out. Maybe while
they visit, they will check out
a play or a sporting event. It
won t be as easy to swing by
the alumni center amid all
of the other things that happen during a trip to pay a
visit to old haunts.

And besides having more
exciting things to do, the central-campus-knowing alums
will be lucky if they even can
find the alumni center. Those
who came to JMU before it
became an ever-evolving
construction wonderland are
unfamiliar with the far-off
technological side of campus.
Those here now may remember huffing and puffing the
20-minute walk to main campus between classes and
choose to avoid going all the
the way over there just for a
building full of offices and an
entertainment room.
Alumni relations are
important to a university and
should be important to graduate, .is well. Therefore, an
alumni center that coordinates alumni events and
deals with issues pertaining
to alumni is a good thing to
have in a central part of cam
pus ll would be nice if JMU's
new alumni center weren't in
whal seems like left Held

LETTERS

TO

Student says council is off deep end
To the Editor
I am writing to wholeheartedly .lgree with freshman Adam
Sharp's letter in Monday's edition of The Breeze.
The I larrisonburg City Council seems to have gone off the
deep end as of late, taxing cell phones and imposing the idiotic
entertainment and prepared food taxes, which are some of the
more ridiculous ideas it has come up with.
But the idea of forcing all students to live in one part of
town is absolute lunacy. I am a student at JMU I am also .1 full
time employee of JMU and have been a resident of the
Harrisonburg area for nine years. Would the City Council dare
tell me where I can and cannot live simply on the basis of my
desire to peruse an education?
I understand that people are concerned about declining property values and the problems that irresponsible college students
cause. These concerns can be addressed by simply having all the
students at JMU behave like responsible adults (which the majority of them do).
JMU students are an easy target lor such recommendations
because they are not full-time residents and they rarely vote.
Being a college town docs cause some problems, but it also brings
huge economic benefits to the Harrisonburg area. The real-estate
market is higher because of student housing needs. Local businesses including restaurants, retailers and grocery atom and
automotive repair facilities all benefit from JMU's population.
Like any full-time resident of the area, I am concerned about
traffic woes and the destructive behavior of some students at
JMU. But by no means do I wish to enact tyrannical measures
aimed at discouraging growth in either of our fine university or
in the I larrisonburg area in general.
Without JMU and its students, the Harrisonburg area
would be far less prestigious. There would be far fewer edu1.111, nal opportunities open to local people like me who don't
necessarily want to pack up and move to Ch.irlollesville to get
a decent education.
JMU and its students an? sources of gn\it good to the
Harrisonburg area. I, for one, am hippy to have JMU in our midst
and look forward to it serving studeni needs in the future.
Whatever problems we have can be solved with .1 link'
GHence and good will. All we need is for the rowdy few to
lave as good guests and neighbors, and for the residents of the
Harrisonburg area to see JMU as a source of growth and eco-

This piece serves AS A friendly
update to the JMU community
regarding the issue of sweatshop
labor being used in the production of our JMU apparel. First of
all, I would like to clear up some
misconceptions about those of us
who can? about sweatshop labor.
We are not asking for workers to
be paid a minimum wage that is
used in the United States. We
advocale a wage appropriate to
each location on which a familv
oin afford at least enough to eat
regularly. Also, we are not rumto the fact that sweatshop labor is
a complex issue with economic
consequences. What Students
Against Sweatshops is advocating are basic human rights such
as using a bathroom, receiving
breaks and not working 14-prus
hours a day. If you are one to
argue that we're helping them out
by giving them jobs, then let me
pose this question to you: How is
the excessive exploitation of people good for them? That, my
friends, is the real question.
For those of you who are new
to this issue 1 will give you a
brief history Last year, SGA
President Mirk Sullivan submitted a report to the .idmini-.tr.)
lion concluding that there was
probable cause for us to investigate the conditions for workers
under which our |MU apparel is
made. Recommendations were
made for JMU to sign with The
Worker's Rights Consortium
(wuw.workersright$.org) and The
Fair
Labot
Association
(untnvfairiabor.org).
A committee of students,
faculty and administration
was assigned to address this
issue. The committee submit
ted its own report to the
administration, which lain
decided not to sign with either
of the two organizations
The students working on this
issue were, oi course, extremely
disappointed. Last semester, several of us met with Mark Warner,
Vice President of Student Affairs
to express our disapproval and
hear why that decision was made.
We were told that the administration diJ not feel lh.it we were getting enough "bang for our buck."
In other words, it believed that
these organizations could not do
enough for us because they are
nl.ih\t'|y new organizations. We
addressed this response by commenting that we should be one of
the pioneering schools building
these organizations up. This
semester we are taking this issue
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full force to the administration to
fight for JMU's apparel to be
made justly.
last Friday, a group of students working on this issue met
with Warner. V\e were told that
JMU is in full support of nuking
sure that sweatshop labor is not
used for the clothes we wear to
display our school spirit. The sad,
yet not surprising part is that the
action taken to back up JMU's
support is less than satisfactory.
Signing with the WRC and
FLA would cost JMU a mere
$2,000. Cost is not the issue here.
The reasons we were given
about why JMU will not sign
with these groups are that they
cannot do anything tor us that
our current monitoring agency
doesn't already do. The WRC
and FLA serve as monitoring
agencies of factory conditions
Independent from any specific
company. FFollet (the owner of
our bookstore) currently uses the
Collegiate Licensing Co. While it
does have a code of conduct
regarding worker's rights, we
have learned that there is a
severe problem with enforcement. These two organizations
currently are the best options
Universities in this country have.
If you visit their Web sires you
can see the lists of schools that
belong to these organizations,
many of who have E Pol let as
their bookstore owners. The new
challenge Warner has given
Students Agaiast Sweatshops is
to find out what other universities are doing about this social
problem besides signing with the
WRC and FLA. So we currently
are researching this, as well the
labor practices of specific brand
names in the bookstore
Feb. 25 we found out that the
JMU Foundation which encourBKB donations for the univt-rsitv
signed onto the Fl A. Sounds like
a victory, right? While we are
pleased that we are now signed
on to one of the two monitoring
agencies, we will not settle for this
decision alone. The FI.A is the
more corporate group with close
ties to corporations such as
A.lid,is For JMU to commit fully
to making sure that the human
beings who make our clothes are
treated with some decency, we
need to be signed on to both the
FLA and WRC There are strong
points to each organization, but to
be effective, we need both
because what one group does not
sir ORGANIZATION, page 9
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nomic benefit that will help Harrisonburg well into the future
Growth and economic activity can cause problems. Thai is
the simple truth of the matter The pniblems caused by
growth, however, are far better than the problems caused by
stagnation and decline.
Measures that harm JMU or its students will end up harming
the n-sidents of I larrisonburg more than the students of JMU. Let
us dispose of this competitive "us vs. them" mentality, and finally realize that we all benefit from JMU's presence here
The majority of us understand that a thriving and growing city means a thriving and growing economy that will
present opportunities for everyone to prosper. Let us hope
that reason prevails.
Timothy Chandler
Computer lab administration

Stem cell research sparks questions
To the Editor
Upon reading Wesley 1 ledgepeth's stem cell research article
in the Peb. 25 issue of The Breeze, I was outraged This is not in
response to his views on ethics reganiing stem cell research, but
rather to the following comment: "What gives the ill human
being any more right to live than the unborn fetus or embryo? Is
it only because this person lias lived longer, or is it lh.it we Jual
don't believe the fetus deserves that chance to live?"
I Ion dan VOU be so disrespectful toward a person's condition that thfy havt no control over. Having been .m "ill human
being," 1 will tell you that I deserve to live. At the agiAif 18.1 was
diagnosed with cancer, and only after I seven-month battle and
12 rounds of chemotherapy lam hen? today It it Wan not for
prior testing performed for the sake of science, I would not be
alive. The reason that I, an "ill human being," dcatrve to live is
ili.it I. too, havai l.untly of my own. I have goals and a right to
life just like you You also posed the question. I las the unbom
fetus asked 10be .1 lab experiment?" Well, did I ask to have cancer at the age of 18 and have my life cut short11 Icarlv. you have
not been in a situation in which you were fighting for your life
because then your attitude toward the value
1 messol
v,n,r editing life might be of greater Important a to you. If you
an' evci faced with .111 illness such .1- cancer, I find il hard to
heliev a thai you would consider your life "not worth saving."
Holly Griffin
senior, SCOM
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BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Details show embryonic stem cell research ethical
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itn1 lana every day
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\ 'you brightenad out spirits" pat to
the Pep Band and mv fellow Student
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Sunday agaJnal the University of
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the limited attendanca and eventual loss.
Seal in hu J proud IWU women's ba>kelbntl supporter who. without these
Ouket fans, would have missed some
demwrous fun.
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In the Feb. 25 edition of The
Breeze, an article by freshman
Wesley Hedgepeth attempted
to persuade renders thai embry. till Stun .ell mean h is unethical because it buoM away the
life of human fetuses However;
the article does not deM I Lbi the
true details of stem cell
raeeafdi As a Christian and a
supporter of embryonic alem
cell research, I am taking it
upon myself to present stem cell
research In Ma totality m order to
illustrate why embryonic BSH1
cell research is indeed ethical
and needs to be funded.
Stem cells are the newest
lm\iMhrough
in
medical
D aavch In the \ournal of ihv

Vlnhael Hossel explain the
piuaas A human ictus devel, ipt trom a single cell that has
the ability to produce every
•\ pa of cell in the human body.
As the human develops, cells
differentiate, («■ Like on diflat
ent cell roles. Cells that ha\ «• not
yet taken on a specific role .ire
I .ilKil stem cells. Scientists have
folifld thai when stem cell] are
placed in an adult human, they
win take on the role of any cell
that has malfunctioned I his
means thai they can be placed
in burn victims and create new
^kin cells, in victims of heart
cUaeaaa and create healthy heart
tissue, in victims of neurological
dfaMsaea and avail new neuroM In short, stem cells can
possibly cure arthriti-. heafl d*>
ease, diabetes, spinal cord
iniunes. burn injuries, multiple
sclerosis, Lou Ciehrig's disease.

SKYDIVE!

Alzheimer's
disease
r.irkinson's disease.

and

The most promising form of
stem cells is retrieved from
human embryos. Hedgepeth
argues that taking stem cells
from an embryo causes the
embryo to die, therefore, it is
unethical because we have no
right to kill what could one day
be a human life. The fact is that
the embryo in question would
never become a human life
even if its stem cells were not
removed. The embryo would
simply be thrown away. When
couples go to a fertility clinic to
become pregnant, multiple
sperm and eggs are joined to
form many embryos th.it .instored in freezers. In case the
first implanted embryo does
not develop into a fetus, .1
stored embryo is used, and the
leftover embryos are thrown
away. Stem cells are retrieved
from the embryos just before
they are thrown away; therefore, stem cell research is not the
cause of destroying embryos."
Granted, if put in the wrong
hands, stem cell research could
lead to the creation of embryos
for the sole purpose of taking
their stem cells and desowlrej
the arnbryoa. I Deserve this is
unnecessary and can be prevented with strict guidelines.
Stem cells also can be taken
from aborted fetuses, but prolife supporters find this unethi
cal, and again, unnecessary. I
think the mswet is simple: If
fertility clinics are forming
embryos to be placed in a
womb to create life, and there
happen to be leftover embryos.

why not use them to sustain the
ttves of people dying from terminal illnesses? This solves
Hedgepeth's problem of having
to choose whether an embryo's
life or an ill adult's life is more
important, because with this
method, both lives are equally
valued; a fetus is created and a
dying adult is saved.
Hedgepeth's article mentions the use of adult stem cells
as an alternative to embryonic
stem cells. He si retening to
stem cells that are retrieved
from umbilical cords, human
cadavers and adult bone marrow. While these adult stem
cells have not yet taken on specific cell roles, they are limited
in what they can do because
they are more mature than
embryonic
stem
cells.
I ledgepeih is correct when stating that adult stem cells avoid
the controversy surrounding
embryonic stem cells, but he
does not mention that adult
stem cells cannot cure nearly
the amount of afflictions as
embryonic stem cells. Ronald
McKay, researcher at the
National Institutes of Health,
states, "For certain diseases,
adult cells appear very promis
ing, for cardiac diseases in particular. However, if you're asking l»>r .1 solution to Parkinson's
d letase or diabetes, the cells that
offer the best way are embryonic."
Adult stem cell research is
advancing quickly, and some
human trials are already underway, however, at the rate that

see STUDENT, page 9

You can stay In Harrisonburg this fall...

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freefall almost a minute
tram the area's largest and
safest skydiving aircraft from
2 1/2 miles high on your
first skydtve

~
«ft^ <kft
•* »'JQ<* VA
<S*
.

(540)943-6587

•

*

...or you can study abroad in

JMU Student discounts
,MT\ r»iwr r>i/v
1 (877 DIVE SKY
"8-3759
,.

complete information is on: www.skyuiveorange.com

feL 433-9966
^-^^Ts^V RENTALS

«^~

Areas Largest Selection of
L J /Ja\
In Stock Formal Wear & Accessories Lmm/^L^m

Special StudenBB

Group Rates il
I7l Nefi Ave, Harrisonburg

^p

Behind Valley Mall

f

GOING HOME
FOR THE WEEKEND?

HOME RIDE
TRANSPORTATION HOME
ON WEEKENDS & HOLIDAYS
TO MAJOR VIRGINIA DESTINATIONS
Tickets available at the JMU Bookstore
or call 800-553-6644

j Find out all about IMU's Semester in Paris Program
at a specia meeting!
Tuesday, March 12,4 p.m.—Taylor Half, Room 302
—

ii

French Language-Beginning through Advanced
(no previous language stuiy required!)
Courses-Art History, Economics, Music, Civilization,
History, i& Theatre
Plus.,, excursions, museum visits, concerts, and
activities scheduled throughout the semester!

Ol'IMI'N
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"Going
to
swimming."

'Get a sunburn.'

o€ta£ ^

Matt Little

Ryan Price

sophomore, biology

sophomore, management

BECKY GABMEL/uMritunnc P*««»<n>Vr

"Gettin' my freak
Wl in the clubs."

28. 2(K)2ITHK BRKK/.K|9
"Going home and
spending lime with
my family "

Devin Beasley

Celeste Reed

senior, graphic design

freshman, social work

Tbpic; What do you plan to do over Spring Break that you didn't do over Winter Break?

Student contests stem-cell research column
STVDEST.from ,„,ge I
human trials begin. The research
is moving ilowly because the
controversy surrounding it has
led to insufficient funding "In
early August. Bush limited federal funding of stem cell
research to 64 cell lines Out are
already in existence," explained
Andis Robeznieks in the
American Medical Neat, This
means that the government will
not fund the gathering of any
new embryonic Mm crib; it will

only fund research on the cells
that have been gathered in the
past. While this funding may
sound promising, it provides no
room for error among the 64 cell
lines. A cell line is a group of
cells that has been reproduced
hom one original cell. Scientists
already have found that some of
the cell lines are defective and
will not work correctly. Also,
stem cells can be rejected when
placed in humans just as any
organ transplant may be reject-

ed Working with 64 lines does
not give researchers the diversity or the quantity they need to
do quality research.
Now that embryonic stem
cell research has been presented
in totality, I am open to listen to
Hedgepeth or any of his sup
porters substantially uphold
their arguments I Klieu- it \g
quite clear that embrvonic stem
cell research, il performed with
cells retrieved from fertility clinics, is in rthkal medical break-

w-Tan
Come in before Spring Break!
Between now and Friday, March 1st, purchase
a month unlimited in the upgrade package for $60
and receive any bottle of lotion for free.
Make sure you check out our after Spring Break Specials
so that you can keep your Spring Break Tan 111

The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg
Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

433 - 9989

flduertise in
The Breeze.

through. Currently, the embryi itic stem cell is the only medical
advancement that holds hope
for the cure of so many different
injuries md diseases. Steps must
be t.iken within the government and private agencies to
nure.ise funding for the
research so that loved ones can
be saved and patai, tHacomforl
and death can be relieved
around the world.
Ashley Slough is a freshman
toeU uvrk minor.

Organization wants industry change
i'H(,\ VIZAnON.frm page 7
do, the other covers In this
case, the WRC will make up for
fact of corporate interest inllu
encing the FLA.
I encourage you to get in
touch with us to help with our
research, letter writing campaign
or bring new ideas of your own.
Let me also take this chance to
remind you that we are not anti
JMU apparel. We simply are
working so that the people who
make our clothes arc treated with
some decency Some of you

might be thinking, "Those people wear clothes from sweat
shops, so they're hypocrites."
And the truth is, you are right.
About <« percent of all clothes
are made in sweatshops. It is
almost impossible to avoid it.
That is why we are seeking to
I' .mge the industry.One method
of doing so is thnmgh improving
name brands that make university, apparel. You can contact us at
niKiimljnn/Hlk<lnmil ami.
lacquie Mauer is a junior
sociology major

BASEBALL
Get your Spring Break
started with a Grand Slam!
vs.
Friday, March 1, 2:30 p.m.
Long Field Mauck Stadium
Race to the Outback for Outback gift certificates!
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HOROSCOPES
Today"s Birthday (Feb. 28). New evidence or strong criticism cauiM von to rethink a
pet projeci. No point hanging onto it if it won't work. Besides, once you let go, you'll
come up with a better idea - more than just one, actually [I vim rivt vour imagination
more room, you'll be delighted with the muHl

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
-jj- Today is a 6 - You're almost pas!
•■^^»lhi' worst p.irt Tomorrow will be
J^^ much easier. It might even be
fun. This weekend a-rt.unW will
be. Make a date with your favorite partner, then get back to work. The more you
can get done today, the better.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^■*i Today is a 6 - Your financial wor^Bynes may soon tx- over. Somebod)
Jfw is willing to pay for a service you
can provide. This might be
through a regular job, but maybe not. If
you help somebody make their dream
come true, yours mtght come true, too.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 - It'll be hard to con* centrate on one task long enough
to get it done. Do what the bow
flfc'
k
wants first. Then, clean up your
place. You'll want to entertain a special
person soon.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - You're slowing
| down a bit, taking care of the
' details. You don't want to miss
anything. If you're careful the
first time, you wont have to do the
job over.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ -^ Today is a 6 - If anybody owes
^U you money, call and bug them
^^yj It'll be easier to get it now than
later. Packages you send will
encounter fewer delays, and ads placed
will have quicker results. Don't wait until
tomorrow. Do it now.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
i ^^ Today is a 7 - You're known for
VW| the excellent service you pro^^M vide, not tur shrewd manipula^^^ tions, but you can hold out for
what you want. If you hold out, all that
work you've done will gain you more
than just respect.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
T Today is a 7 Fvaluate vour
A I A work objectively You may have
*i^MP to get rid ot lonmhing you really like to bring the whole thing
into Kilanee. Trust your own intuition.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
^
A [bdaj !-■ .i"-Better hold off on a
; trip you're ivntemplating, at
least tor a few more days. If you
must go now, be extra careful
about details. The odds of forgetting
MMiu-thing at home are much greater
than usual
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Today is a 7 - Are you being
g^& harassed by a nitpicker?
^^» Someone who insists that every
detail be perfect? Don't complain
to vout tnends; just do it. You'll benefit
from the experience.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
,Today is a 8 - The worst is over.
f^% and you've somehow managed.
H^w* Mow there's a report to be made.
If you let higher-ups know what
you've dftMOVtftd, vou'Il be rewarded.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
9^L Today is a 7 - Resist more
f^f assaults on your wallet, I'av
1^\ bills, but save some for yourself.
You may want to take a friend
out to dinner or a movie, or to Paris tor
the weekend.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
—k Today is an 8 - The elaborate
(t%) plans vnu make now with your
yj mate or partner can come true.
Invest in something you can
share, something that you've thought
about (or ages. You can find the money.
Lady Luck is smiling on you!

■'

■r»rrr rrw
ACROSS
1 Evian and Vichy
5 Arizona tribe
9 Inundate
14 Pakistani language
15 Yoked pair
16 Asian capital
17 Dirty
18 Orange zest
source
19 Ratify
20 ...line...
23 Contingencies
24 Teensy

13
7

Hii
Hri

,.
v

[J...

mmr —

25 Holy smokes!
26 Printer's measures
29 Slightest bit
30 Hind part
31 Rollawaybed
32 Namesakes of a
Russian saint
35 Superman's alias
36 Lab burner, once
37 ...hope...
40 Manicurist's need
41 Stow, as cargo
42 Interweaves
43 Pic blowup
44 Catch sight of
45 Some sloths
46 Poor grade
47LOC.
48 Mass gown
49 Mathematician
Byron
52 ...look...
56 Reattach a
brooch
58 Colombian city
59 Like the dry season
60 Like the wet season
61 Jerk preceder
62 Plat division
63 Fulton's power
64 Orange-red chalcedony
65 Puts into words
DOWN
1 Japanese entree

w
U"

wM

SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

2 Evidence
3 Gaucho's goodbye
4 Pout
5 Kind of toad
6 Ferric _ (Fe203)
7 Writing tools
8 Poverty
9 Salt container
10 Walk in water
11 Having no appetite
12 Mass of hair
13 Abyss
21 Flooded
22 Below, in poems
27
Carlo
28 Sojourns
29 London art gallery
30 "I Am Woman"
singer
32 Rubbed out
33 Frankie or Cleo
34 Dizzy of jazz
35 Backpacks
36 Periods
38 Biographer of
FDR
39 Excuse
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44 Word derived
from someone's
name
45 Confederated
48 Felix or Luther
49 Open courtyards
50 Godhood
51 Peruvian peaks
53 Actress Louise

1

54
55
56
57
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Granny
Impudent words
B&O and Reading
Swallow

—Tribune Media Services
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Greek Spotlight
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mi VouC
30 Toppin
Dessert Pi
Pasta Bar

Pizza puffet
Present your
J.A.C.

/ ABC On!
Groups aru^Cjubs-Check out qypfianquet Room
2 Pookfables

Wednesday: Iron Lion (Hip Hop/
Reggae) $3.00. 18 &up.
Thursday: Alpine Recess, 9 p.m.
18 & up, $3 at door
Friday's: Karaoke Night
Sunday's: NASCAR on Fox

Rent after hours for priuate parlies
(now BopMng Llue Local Bands-Call Rob If Interested)
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Lrg 1 toflrjirjfj Oeliuefed
$3.99
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IFC and Panhellenic would like to congratulate all the
chapters who were recognized in the Fraternity/Sorority Life
Excellence Awards last week. Chapters were recognized in
the following areas: Community Servioe, Scholarship, Chapter
Development, Housing, Risk Management, New Member
Eduoation, and External Relations. A special Congrats to
the following:

Individual Awards:
Fraternity Man of the Year
Mike Citro
KA
Sorority Woman of the Year
Lorin Phillips
III
Outstanding Advisor to a Sorority
Cannie Campbell ZTA
Outstanding Advisor to a Fraternity
Tim Whelsky
KA
Outstanding Senior Member in a Sorority
Holly Bayliss
Ar
Outstanding Senior Member in a Fraternity
Ben Hill
0X
Outstanding New Member in a Sorority
Jessie Lish
AIT
Outstanding New Member in a Fraternity
Jeff Lewis
0X
Outstanding Volunteer in a Sorority
Michelle Gillespie Ar
Outstanding Volunteer in a Fraternity
Andrew Cotrell 0X
Overall Chapter Excellence Award:
Fraternity
KA
Sorority
III
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From pale to tan:
What to know about tanning salons
Story by senior writer KC Gardner • Art by art director Meghan Murphy

Imagine stripping down to as little »lothiny; .is
possible, putting on a pair of protective giggles, lying down on top of a row of light
bulbs and then flipping the switch to be
cooked like toast. It sounds ridiculous.
However, millions of predominantly college-age
peopk' do it uuite frequently I*' get the results they
want: a healthier, sexier, fit Uxik they claim comes
with getting Un.
As Spring Break appmachrs, many (Ml slu
dents flock to local tanning salons befon1 they hit the
beach. They are just a small fraction of an estimated
one-million peopk' that visit tanning salons in the
United States everyday iwwu\ptnotialmdjx»n).
"A tan body is equated with being attractive
and being sexy." said senior Anne Agnew, who
frequents tanning salons. Although sun txpotUIC
is the main cause of skin cancer and many other
health risks, college students like Agnew still go
tanning to get a little glim
Senior Monica Montgomery said. ' I Vine, l.m
helps me feel less self-conscious when I'm wear
ing a bathing suit or .i dress
But if you. too, are looking forward to
another tanning salon appointment to gel .1
"healthy" tan. you might want to think tune
The word from health professionals like l)r
Susan Boiko, a dermatologist with k.usct
Permanenle in San Diego and a member Oi the
American Cancer Society skin cancer advisory
group, isn't sunny about tanning.
"In my practice, I see people who lxg.ni using
tanning lights and sunbathing in llieir carl v 20s, and
with some, by their 30s, I'm already removing pn*cancerous lesions fmm llieir skin,' Boiko said on the
ACS YM> site, uiiro.arwrr.rire. Boiko debunks the
myth that tanning beds are safer than sunbathing
outdcxirs. "It's not necessarily safer lo substitute c>ne
kind of damaging radiation for another And it's
certainly not safer to add the two."
Despite this and other expert advice, many
students an*n I listening
■\fter working at a tanning salon in Fairfax lor
two '.ears. Montgomery believes that, in many
ways, tanning beds actually are, in fact, safer than
sunbathing outdoors. "It's within .1 controlled

amount ot tune in a contnDad environment, so
von .in' less likely to burn.'
Montgomery says her training at the salon
made her become BION educated on the
pro.ess, safely issues, heoetits and risks ol
tanning. "When you learn how it really works,
it makes you see the whole thing more objectively than simply thinking [tanning] i~ earner
in a box.' slu- said

<.(.

Most people ihink it's cool hut I
think rational people understand
it's unattractive and unhealthy.
— Billy Sorrentino
junior

malignant and Isn't caught early. "I think it's stupid and unhealtln " Brett said. To be sun.- his
melanoma doesn't come Kick, he visits a dermatologist one* a yeaa to screen his NKIV tor potentially ..mcerous motes and freckles.
Brett has Nvome a part ot tlie rapidly growing
number ot skin cancer cases in the United States.
According to the National Cancer Institute, then1
aai more than one-million new cases ol skin cancer
diagnosed each year
about tin same numhei
caused b\ ba'ast. lung, prostate and tolonvtal cani.-rs- urnbined. OUUT potential aftereffects of overexpoeure bO ultrax inlet ravs fawn the sun are eve
injury, premature wrinkling of the skin, immune
system damage and light-induced skin rashes.
A etndy published in Hie Joutnuloftlu- Satumal
Ciint cr Institute in February concluded that people
who use tanning devices wen 1.5 to 25 times more
likelv lo have common kinds of skin cancer than

wave People who did not uaiawdevloBi

5?
V\.ireol tin* liannliilemvtsot siiort wave ultraviolet radiation, a-fem-d to as I YH rays Mlonownersl^jinising tanning beds that emit im-sth Wij',wava, I \ \ M\S instead. UVB rays can burn the
outer l,i\,r of skin. Although irs.Mr.-li has shown
thatUVAravsaa'lessliannhil, IIK'\ .mtijLulK J.m
geious because they penetrate so deeply, weakening
iU'skinsimwi correctivetissue

Deeptte oommon oiaawnofpHon*; the only
benefit ot tanning is cotmtttl

experti

,UK1

I'nhlu

health

mtcUcal pitaeeeionali ate continuing

to warn people about the dangers ot ultraviolet
Mui.ition from the sun. tanning bed* and sun
lamp* In t.ut, tlie\ adamantly advise people to
sta\ iway trom them altogether
However, Montgomery does naliza thai skin
cancer can't be eliminated (nun the tanning
equation. "Tanning is ri*-k\ no matter what vou
daoutdcioraorfodoof*, sneeeid "But it's.i risk
I'm willing to t.ik.
Yet for other students, the risk doesn't tvm
worth it BtDedatty l<>r someone like |unior Tim
Brett, who had melanoma. Melanoma, the dead
Heal toniiot skin canon; can be lethal it it'

'Tanning is a respoasc to injury," said Dr.
Steven SpanCHl a Dartmouth medical school dermalologist who worked on the study The study
found the people who an* warned the most to stay
out ot the sun were the ones most likelv to go tanning
t.nr skmed women who burned easilv but
conunued •oaunbaum
If tanning is mixed with some medicine*,
tosmeti.s, acne products or birth control pills,
painful adverse skin reactions can occur.
There's also a risk of picking up a fungus or
other germs from fellow bed users even if the
tanning bed has been saniti/ed, according to the
I ederal Trade ( ommission.
So whv are students continuing lo do something
that makes them l<x»k great but potentially is deadly7
"Whv do people smoke or ^o anything that's
bad tor them?'' senior Lindsay Ka'mbs said.
I hey do it because the\ think it makes them look
better.* kiembs, who'l lather owned a tanning
salon for several wars, said the idea of tanning
nevei hea appealed to hei i don't like tlu- idea of
getting in those beds that '»<i other people have
Bean sweating in all day/" she aatd
Although Ka'inbs isn't completely against tan
ning, she said if pBOpla an- going to do it they

should do it thfl natural way. "When it's HO
degrees and sunny outside, there's no point to get
tan Indoor*," she said
However, what dfivae some students to the
tanning salon is so they can avoid sunbathing
outdoors. "For people who are sell -conscious
about their bodies, it's one way to get tan without
going to the beach," Agnew said. Like main others, die usually frequents a tanning salon before
Spring Break or before summer arrive*. This
seemingly good idea actually is not good at all.
The convenience comes ,it a cost
In the June ^001 issue of Fitness Mtj
Richard Glogau, a clinical professor of demiatol
ogy at the University of California at San
Francisco, said a self-tanning lotion is the only
sate way to achieve a tan
It'| amazing how
many health conscious women tell me... they visit
a (tanning) salon for what they think is a bumpreventing base tan," he said. According to
(Slogan, this myth perpetuates the masses that
flock to tanning salons before they head out to any
tropical destination "All they're getting is more
cumulative sun damage," he said
But the cheap prices, the tears ot initial sun
bums and the promise ot no tan-line worries are
just a tew of the reasons why so main students do
it. Agnew reasons that just 15 minutes of tanning
every few days for two weeks is a cheap, quick
way to get a good tan.
In lad, just a single |S [,. *) minute salon session exposes the body to the same amount of
harmful UV light as an entire day at the beach,
according to the American Academy of
Dermatology, uni'W.aad.or^.
"If people tan too much it's like an addiction,"
Agnew said. "Tney need to keep doing it more
and more to feel tan enough." Coasequently, the
tan oiyc gets at a salon often looks unnatural or
even dirty.
"I don't know why anyone would be attracted
to an orange girl," junior Billy Sorrentino said. He
said the phrase "fake and bake" sums up his feelings about it. "Most people think it's cool but I
think rational people understand it's unattractive
and unhealthy
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Olde Mill Village

What's wrong with these people?
Olde Mill Village still has
FULL apartments availableMakes No Sense...
Great Apartments for a Great Price!!
•Free Ethernet, phone and cable!
'Level grounds with no hills to climb
•Air conditioned & heated with energy-efficient heat pumps
•Ample parking, including guest parking
'Well lit parking areas and walkways
•Convenient bus service in the complex
•Basketball court
'Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments

International Programs
Hillcrest East
568-3975
intemational@jmu.edu
www.jmu.edu/infemationa

V% Just Behind 7-11 on South Main
■^7777^j. (540) 432-9502

Harrlsonburg

.V-

www.oldemillvillage.com

Are your parents well read?

They could be.
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i
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Sink your teeth in

"Queen of the Damned." starring the
late singer Aaliyah, fails to captivate
as a sub-par film adaptation.
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"Though we may never know
their true identities. I for one feel
safe knowing that these superhero crime fighters are just a
fashion call away."

See dory below

$•• story below

Paths and influences

Jounnes
in
COLOR

Students seek strength and-expression through music, God
BY JAMES TURNAGE

Hall. Fox also sang "Natural Supportive audiences have African-American homecomcontributing writer
Woman" in "The Vagina encouraged Fox throughout
This it the final article in a series of Monologues," performed on her musical education. Fox ing queen of Lee Davis High
School. "I had always been one
stories examining the lives of sev- campus the week of Feb. 11. continued her musical career
eral African-American students at She played the witch in at 1-ee Davis High School in of the only African-American
IMU in conjunction with African- JMU's Feb. 2001 production Mechanicsville, which she students in my class, but my
parents taught me that I could
American History Month.
of "Into the Woods,' ,i referred to as "the school of accomplish anyming that I set
Senior Wendy Fox, a Stephen Sondheim musical.
the Confederacy."
my mind to, and I had to persemusic major concentrating in
"That Wendy Fox can do it
Fox's charming personality vere through the struggle," Fox
musical theatre, is not afraid all — she sings opera so well, I and vocal talent paved the way
to sing to all audiences. She would have never imagined for her to become the first
see STUDENTS, page 14
plans to pursue a career in that her voice could be so
musical theatre in New York amazing in musical theater,'1
or Chicago.
said adjunct music faculty
member Brenda WitmiT after
"Into the Woods."
.4
Fox explained, "All music
My parents taught me is basically the same. Opera
requires a richer, darker
that I could accomplish sound, musical theater ■
more
sound, jazz a
anything that I set my little forward
mellower sound and
gospel requires a more
mind to...
weighted sound, but the
-Wendy Fox emotions are basically the
senior same and present them all
with the same approach."
Fox said that her gnMlCTl
Fox's private teacher John influences were her family
Little, a music professor, said and church. She has been
that she could be counted on singing as long as she can
for "some fine singing." Fox remember, and her familv has
recently wowed audiences supported her dreams and
with her a cappella spiritual music since she began. Her
"Still a way to Jesus" in the voice began to shine in her
Eulogy of the Martyred church's gospel music. Fox
Children, co-sponsored by continued to pursue music
the JMU chapter of the through elementary, middle
NAACP, Contemporary Gos- and high school choirs. The
phoMtaumn ryDENISF. V.II I IAMS
pel Singers and Biack Student love of show choirs sparked Senior Denise Williams advocates love and acceptance as uniAlliance, Feb. 25 in Chandler her interest in musical theater versal values. Religion plays an Important role in her life.
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Ml • iHAN MONTGOMERY/!™,..(A*., Wl

Music is a powerful outlet and mode of expression for senlor Wendy Fox. She is well versed in opera, jam. gospel
and musical theater and plans to pursue a career Involving
her vocal talent.

'Queen' flick lacks bite
Bv RYAN GRAY
contributing writer
In what should have been an
overlooked stepping stone to
bigger and better things for the
late pop star Aaliyah, "Queen of
the Damned" oversensationalizes Anno Rice's famous novels,
"The Vampire Chronicles." The
disappointing movie would
serve better as a video sequel to
"Interview with a Vampire"
(1994) without the hype of the
actress' death.
Playing a minor role,
Aaliyah's character, the mother
of all bloodsuckers, Akasha,
does not enter until an hour into
the movie and plays an insignificant part until the final scenes.

"QUEEN OF THE DAMNED'
STARRING:
AALIYAH AND STUART
TOWNSEND
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:

110 MINUTES
Taking over for Tom Cruise as
the famous Lestat from
"Interview with a Vampire" is
young actor Stuart Townsend.
The reborn part of suave vampire Lestat suits Townsend better than it would have Cruise.
Lestat awakens in the 21st

century with rekindled lust for
the one thing he always has
desired — to be known. He
enlists a band and becomes a
mega nxrk star.
Lestat offers up vampire
secrets in his songs, which pisses off the entire vampire community something awful and
creates a stir among all of the
undead to rip him to shreds.
Lestat doesn't fear his enemies;
instead he welcomes them to
his one and only concert.
Eventually
awakening
Akasha, Lestat attracts her with
his appeal to rule the world as
she saves him from the
fee SEQUEL, page 14

Franzen examines
Midwest family life

A -\KNER BROS PICTURES
AND ROADSHOW PICTURES

Aaliyah and Stuart Townsend
star In the vampire flick
"Queen of the Damned."

Fashion police rookies wreak
havoc on the Quad In an
attempt to bring style awareness to campus by seeking
out the fashionably challenged. Budget cuts and staff
downsizing forced A fashion
ado to lay off his fahlon
police and resort to fashion
super heroes who are willing
to work for free.

The Uimberts arc an average
Midwestern American family.
Take matriarch Enid: a
sheltered and Mlflsti woman,
a mind consumed by the
trivialities of family tradition, trapped in the roll of
caretaker to a husband who
can't seem to understand her
situation. Alfred: said husband, a retired r.iilroad
"baron" consumed in his
own right by a cocktail of
Parkinson's, Alzheimer's,
dementia, depression and
hallucination. Their three
grown children: Gary, struggling through a problematic
marriage and the paranoid
onsets of upper-class depression; Chip, a womanizing exprofessor involved in a global con-game; and Denise, the

just a faint wish but a necessity
tot survival
"The Corrections" is a ver-~
I table encyclopedia of AIJ .
Things Contemporary with.
selei lions including the twists
and turns of mental health and mental health care, the
capitalist empire of stock
options and mergers, the
crumbling of Third World;
empires, how to suffer
through a dinner of liver and
rutabaga, capital punishment, extramarital affairs, marital copulations both comforting I
and oppressing, the Internet,;
suicide, experimental science,;
the ins and outs of the restau- -_
rant business, the dos and don'ts of gift-giving, the com- plicated tradition of Advent"
calendars, talking turds, the;

All Things
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih

Phoiotwnesy of TYI.IR SHACKHIORD

Fashion heroes to the rescue
A-fashion-nado targets beachwear etiquette for Spring Break
What's that on the runway?
is it i < aivm Klein? It it a Steve
Madden? No! It's Fashion Man
{echo, echo, echo Fashion Man)
and his trusty team of super
heroes (echo, echo, echo trusty
team of super hemes).
' Let me explain: Due to
budget cuts, I was forced to
downsize the Harrisonburg, Va.
Fashion Police (HVFP). After
firing my staff, the daunting
task of patrolling the IMl 'ash
ion scene fell entirely on my
shoulders. Now don't let my big
muscles fool you, keeping JMU
safe from fashion crime
becomes overwhelming at
times ... even for me.
That's when Fashion Man
and his trusty team of super
heroes volunteered to help me
fight fashion \illams MH h as
the A-fashion-nado Darter,

Capri Pants Guv and TubeTop D-Hall Ciir!
Seeing the dire situation at
hand, the super heroes offered
to help me patrol the streets and

EJaa\
^■sea

weekends.
On behalf of the JMU fashion community, I want to thank
and commend them on a job
well done. Though we may

A - fashion' rxado

r*Sk -Jt*
by senior writer
James David
keep )MU safe for all its stylish
students. Some lucky students
already may have seen them in
.ution during the p.ist two

never know their true identities,
I for one feel safe knowing that
these super-hero crime fighters
are just a fashion call away.

One side note, keep in mind
that Fashion Man and his trusty
team of super henx-s have \ ray
vision While their uniforms
leave nothing to the imagination, now neither do yours.
Make sure to always wear nice
underwear.
Beachwear
Speaking ot ITtfc les ol clothing that leave nothing to the
imagination, the svwmsuil Ml
son is now upon us. After hitting up L'REC for the last two
weeks, now is the time to debut
that renovated body to all the
other beach bunnies during
Spring Break. Swimsuits come
in different styles and diltei.ni
patterns — if you didn't already
know that, e-mail me at a JoshionjuidoQvihoo.com and I will
seeA-FASHIOIN-NADO. page U

•

voungest
Lambert,
torn philosophy of Schopen-hauer, *
between her career as a chef life in the Midwest, the fast,
and a complicated affair, lor at sea, in Lithuania — the
the duration of Jonathan minutiae that makes existence
I ran/en's latest novel, "The complicated and burdening;
Corrections" (Sept. 2001), the but ultimately worthwhile.
The last novel I remember".
I.amberts become the reader's best friends and worst reading that dared to discuss T
enemies. They will annoy, themes on both a global and I
pervert, comfort and compli- personal level is Don DeLillo's .;
cate both each othtl I llvtl "Underworld." This comes as
no surprise considering that,
and the reader's Iheir exi.
tences will ring with similarsee CORRECTIONS, page 14
:
ities to the average reader, no
matter how old or young;
their emotions are real and
then adventures either a
moderation or exaggeration
of reality.
In short, "ThcConwtions is
the definitive depiction of the
conlcmporarv familial existence.
When vou boil it down to
the bones, the novel centers on
Enid
Lambert's last-ditch
•flbrtt to have a final
Christmas with her three children before her husband
inev itably succumbs to mental
UlnCM and a lUPpMUMl and
regretful existence. Throughout
the novel, the Lamberts struggle through individual crises
.. >/1ARRAR. STRAUS until correction becomes not
ANDCIROUX :

141 Tin-.
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A-fashion-nado hits the beach scene
A-FASHIOXSADO .fwm page li
help. Due to the st\ W divi-rsity, I
fad Uke I BhouJdn'tiayanecnor
or pattern rnsuro> beach time
success. Insle.ul. I will focus on
another anjMd of iwknsuil fash

ion: Swimsuit mcnt.ilirv

t H Ml \iK¥lJ:ORD'<:oninkuimv /•h.xowhei
The Afashion-nado's trusty style super heroes patrol campus
in search of fashion offenders.

Swimsuit mentality i> the
■atf-conadoui foeHna one has
while wearing .1 swtanauit
Admittedly, it iffcctl woman
more th.in men. flie national
media oonatantly displays modi-is rh.it ,in pjppoaed to define
wh.it beauty >> In terma ot
shape, proportion and liza
Forget them. Mv opinion i.s
more import.int and 1 think
beauty comes in .ill hod\ t\ pev
If you feel comfortable wearing
something skimpy, daring and
aex) and you don't have lyia
Bank's bod v. more power to
you
just as long is vou an
not.it I) H.ill and are not male.
If you think you look gixxi
in what you -ire wearing, then I
think you lookg»xxi and so will
othen Remind yourself of tHi
fact i onstantt) ever) time you
raappr) ninaueen^ I want you
to tell younetf, Wow, I am the
best-looking person on the
beach'' . because you are
Unfortunately iv! everyone
is as bodv image progressi\ e as

me Here are some reaUstii sotnarios you should think about

I lypothebcal situation 1: You
an- on the beach and you feel
like everyone is laughing behind
your back because you look bad.
What's really happening in
situation 1: They are ... please
change your outfit if you get
that feeling.
Hypothetical situation 2:
While sporting a swimsuit you
get that sinking feeling everyone is watching you because
you look like a fool, and then
you realize you are alone in the
dressing room.

-66Keep in mind a happy
trail on your back isn 't
really happy at all.
— James David
A-fashion-nado
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What's really happening in
situation 2: You look like crap
find another swimsuit that flatters your figure. Try on that
swimsuit and then tell yourself
you are beautiful.
Hypothetical situation 3:
You are on the beach and

someone is wearing your
same swimsuit ... and you
get the feeling that they look
better than you.
What's really happening in
situation 3: You look better.
Anyway, why compete? You are
on the beach to relax. Lift up
your beach blanket and wave
sand toward the copycat until
he or she leaves the vicinity.
Hypothetical situation 4: You
are a guy on the beach. In some
ways you are lucky because
there is a double standard. We
are socialized to have a more
critical eye toward women's
bodies. Men comfortably hit the
beach with their beer gut hanging out, bouncing everywhere
and no one cares .. as long as
you aren't wearing a Speedo.
Again, I will add, if you are
happy with wearing one, who
am I to stand in your way?
What's really happening in
situation 4: Speedos arc only
OK during specific sanctioned
times like a swim meet, on a
European beach or on Fire
Island, N.Y. If you are saying to
yourself: "What is Fire Island,
N.Y?" then you need not be
concerned, the island and
Speedos do not apply to you.
Hypothetical situation 5: On
the beach one of your friend's
jokei with you and says, "Dude,

you have a hairy back."
What's really happening in
situation 5; You have a hairy
back. While that excess fur may
have been good during the winter to keep you warm, you don't
need it on the beach. Nair it,
wax it or shave it. It's your call.
Keep in mind a happy trail on
your back isn't really happy at
all. Again, if you like it... nope
sorry, can't support this one.
Makeover contest
After firing my staff and
before the super hero invasion, I
didn't have very much free time
to devote to my makeover contest. But times have changed. I
am glad to announce that junior
Hillary Bride and freshman Ben
I His .ire the winners of the Afashion-nado makeover contest.
My advice for the week:
Tune in to my column on the
same fashion channel at the
same fashion time to learn more
about the contest winners and
how their makeovers turn out.

The dictionary describes fashion as
"that which what looks nice to
wear." Hi. I'm fames David, and if
you see me on the beaches of
Barcelona say hi and I will tell you
henu beautiful you look, even if none
of the other beach bunnies are
thinking the same thing.

Students find voice in music, faith
\lt in Ms frtmptj* 13
■aid 1 dealt with a iot of ignorame. but that's all that H W«
Fox was then accepted to
JMU and its School of Musi, ,is
the top public university program in Virginia in 2(XX) "One
of my better friends GXpff
her nappineas for my accomplishment, but when 1 was not
around she told people that I
only got in JMU to fill a
quota," Fox said It hurl, but I
saw it and her tor what it was,
simple ignorance."
Fox has been a leader In the
musk program and proven her
abilities through numerous per
formances in her years at 1MU.
African-American Hhtton
Month gives many opportune
ties to realize that people are
musk People have Nightly different sounds and coloration,
but the emotion and humanilv
arebdsR,il\ the same.
The effect*of Pox's family on
her life and Her music on the
hwsoi people of all colors, gen

ders, socio-economic backgrounds and religions truly
shows that the dream of King is
an achievable one.

Love who you
are. Everyone is
beautiful — white,
black, big or small.
— Denise Williams
junior
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In an attempt to achie\ e mat
same dream, junior Demse
Williams promotes a universal
love on campus. "I love AfricanAmerican heritage and culture
and musfc, but love is the onh
message that we really need,
Williams said ' lesus.loved this
world, and w$ must do the
same. S> many of us spend our
lives searching for love and
acceptance, hut we tan change

that — just accept others with
the loveol t hrist in you | lesus]
is the only influence that matana to me."
Williams, a computer s, mice
major, plans to devote her life to
the servkc Ol I lod through the
promotion ot lave in vvh.it. \er
careei ha leads her into.
Williams is .i Resident AdviM
and an advocate ot community
service and charity
"We need tO stop separating
ourselves from lot ingour brothers and sisters,' Williams said.
We are all God's children, and
he made us perfect in his eyes
Love who you are Bwvone is
beautiful
white, Made big or
small Cherish your temple.
"I could talk about a lot of
things from my past — stnigglesand adversity I h.ueexi inI but I overcame all ot that
through CrtxJ and the lo
lesus ( 'hrist We hue to move

forward beyond past burdens
and move to his love. I only
have one menage to leave in

light
ot
Alrican-Amencan
Hislorv month ...: 'A new com
mandment I give unto you, that
ye love one another; as I have
loved you, that ye also love one
another
...' |ohn
1334/
Williams concluded.
Church is a large influence
on many African-Americans
and it played a large role in the
C i\ il Rights Movement.
Love is universal to all faiths
and languages It is the subject
for the majority of music, and it
is universal to human kind.
Sophomores LeVar Stoney and
Raahtrrla Dttne Miller, freshman lony Kusi and seniors
Wendv I ox and Denise Williams
all have been influenced greatly
by love. Love has overcome
racism, prejudice, pain, poor self
aw ignorance.
African American History
month heightens awareness of
looial issues, md take steps to
■ ili/r The Dream" that many
IMU students
share
with
Martin I uther King Jr.

'Corrections' makes the connection

COMBCTIONS.fwmpagen
like DeUUo, almost every page

Ol Iran/en's work ungs with
some sort of tnith or revelation.
be it the description ot the
world, of commercial cruise
lines 01 the tending ot a vegetable garden in the middle ol
the Philadelphia Projects. lake,
tor example, I ranxen's description ot .i simple emotion
"Her fear, as she descended
the st.urs, was like a tear trom
the unhappy vear ot her childhood when she'd begged tor a
pet and received i casoecontain-

mg two haanpsters. A dog or cat
might have harmed 1 nul 1 tab
rics.but these young hampsters,
a pair ot siblings fmm a litter at
the Driblett residence, were permitted in the house. I
morning, when Denise went to
the basement to give them pellets and i hange their water, she
dreaded to discover what new
devilry they'd hitched in the
night tor her pnv ate speeulatii m
— maybe a nest of blind. .
gling, iiHest-inmson oIKpnng,
maybe a desperate pointless
wholesale rearrangement of

cedar shavings into a single
great dnit beside wtlkh the two
parents were trembling on the
bare metal ol the cage's floor,
Ux>king bloated and evisive
alter eating all their ihildren,
whkh couldn't have left an
agreeable alteitaste. even in a
hampsters mouth "
"The Corrections' is a
novel built not on plot but on
character and emotion, a
blending of backstory and
biography and serendipitous

connet dons. The five print !■
pie characters are pitch-per-

HAVE A FUN-IIN-THE-SUN

fect and so well crafted as to
be alive, walking our neigh
horhood streets and living
next door.
The novel, like Franzen's
craft, astounds and amazes. It
revetab hidden pleasures, hid
den pains, hidden laughter. It
is a bold, daring, moving and
artfully crafted rumination on
the gamut of human emotion.
"The Corrections" is at times
a celebration of family life
and at others an elegy for simple tradition in the wake of
complex modernity.
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Earn tho.se beads!
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The Biltmore
Deejay Mj-ioni Thursday 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Karaoke-Judyi Friday 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Thumr» t» Teen Tuesday

CALHOUN's
Todd Schlabachi Thursday 8 p.m.
Calhoun s Jaxzi Friday 7 p.m.

The Highlawn Pavilion
Colletfe Ladies Night: Thursday
.

Q id Ladies Nijhti Saturday

Dave's Taverna
JMU Jazzi Wednesday

The rVr-rful c*oc*sen
Open Mic. Poetry reading! Tueidey 8 p.m.
Acoustic Cafe. Wednesday 8 p.m.

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Mmm Bandt Thursday 10 p.m.. Todd Schlabachi
Friday 10 p.m.. Jimmy Oi Tuesday 10 p.m.
William Walter: Wednesday 10 p.m.

Sequel falls short
SEQUEL, from page 13
onslaught of brethren at his
concert.
The movie has magnificent set design, but the plot is
slow and betrays what was
once a novel with extravagant dialogue and long scene
portrayals. Like the saying
goes, the book is better than
the movie. Aaliyah gives a
decent performance, considering her small role, though
not as strong a performance
as in "Romeo Must Die."
"Damned" is an inevitably
bonng sequel to one of the
greatest vampire flicks ever.
Fans of "Interview" may
enjoy this movie more than others just hoping to catch a
glimpse at Aaliyah's final film

role. If you are looking for a
sexy, lavish sequel to "Interview
with a Vampire" and not just
hoping to see Aaliyah for the
last time, you might appreciate
the connections of this vampire
film to Rice's brilliant novels.
Stick to video with this one so
you can watch both films
together, it will help tremendously in liking it.
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Use your credit card!

ICE
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Phone: 568-6127.
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Carousel
Stained
Glass & Gifts

B anana

H8^'Collegiate
Stained Glass Panels

Coupon

MEDIUM

We con special order
your favorite colleqe team

SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

Register for Saturday
make it-take it classes
or beginner classes.

$8.99

DAYS AND EVENINGS.

434-3433
785 E. Murkrt St. Harruonhurg
Tut*s-Sat 10-5 or by appotr^lmcnl

1 TOPPING
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433-4800
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373 N Mason SI.
Thursday-Saturday Open Unlil 3 a.m.
Sunday-Wednesday Open Until 1 a.m.
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"We can't get schools like the University of
Virginia. Virginia Tech and Radford (University)
to shoot against us anymore."

■ Gearing up
Lacrosse prepares its for season as
the Dukes open Saturday against
the University of Pennsylvania.

BOB RYDER

archery coach

S»e story aalow

Se« story below

BASEBALL

Diamond
Dukes
extinguish
Flames

/

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Blue Hens
deflate Dukes'
comeback in
season finale

BY STEVE SHOUP

contributing writer
Coming off their sweep of
Perm State University over the
weekend, the Diamond Dukes
continued to impress with a 9-4
win over the Liberty University
Flames at Long.Field/Mauck
Stadium Tuesday.
JMU wasted no tan gaUfclM
on the scoreboard when in the
bottom of
Tuesday
the
first
inning
Liberty
lead-off
4
man sophomore cenJMU
ter fielder
4
Kurt
Isenburg
hit a solo home run. It was his
third home run of the year and
third in as many games.
The lead was short-lived
though, as I iberty put up (our
runs off red-shirt junior pitcher
John Gouzd in the top of the
second inning. The Flames
pecked away at Gouzd with
two infield hits, and then their
designated hitter Steve Baker
drove a double down the left
field line to score two runs.
Alter the next batter walked,
the Flames got a break when a
throwing error on a sacrifice
bunt allowed two more runners
to score to put Liberty up 4-1.
"It was early in the game
and we wen; getting the feel of
things John's (Goui-d) ball was
sinking really well and they
weie able to get a little bit of it,
and get a couple infield hits,"
coach "Spanky" McFarland
said "After that we moved in a
little bit to take away those
infield hits and bunts."

Lyle plays final game at the Convo
BY AARON GRAY

staff writer

ate defensive breakdown with less than 10 seconds left
in the game summed up the dismal men's basketball
regular season in ■ nutshell.
University of Delaware guard Austen Rowland received the ball
in the corner and managed to find an open lane lor the game-winning layup with four seconds left to help the Blue
Monday
I lens to a 65-64 victory over the Dukes Monday in
the Convocation Center.
DelawareIn ■ season plagued with tough road games,
65
single point defeats and costly injuries, the loss to
Delaware (13-15 overall, 9-9 in the Colonial
JMU
Athletic Association) in the season finale was a
64
hard pill to swallow (or coach Sherman Dillard.
"This is not the way we wanted the story to
end at home. We gave it a good effort and we still came up short,"
Dillard said That's been a big challenge for us all year long. We
know we can play with the teams in this league but we need to find
a way to be successful."
The first half featured strong spurts from both sides. Sophomore
guard Chris Williams scored 7 consecutive points in a 16-6 run
that pushed the Dukes ahead 28-19 with four minutes and 14
seconds to play in the half. Williams finished with a careerhigh 18 points.
But the JMU offense went sour, only contributing two
(n?e throws by junior forward Pat Mitchell for the remainder of the lialf. The Blue Hens went on a 12-2 run of their
own and went to the lockers with a 32-30 advantage.
Both teams traded baskets to start the second half as the
action got mon? physical. Jump balls were abundant as
players scrapped on the floor for most of the game.
Another blow to the Dukes took place when Mitchell went
down with an ankle injury with 18:30 left. Mitchell went for
a layup, turned his ankle on the play and did not return.
Junior center Kenny Whitehead filled in for Mitchell down low
and evploited the Delaware front court early |unior Ian Caskill and
Whitehead crushed the opposition down low the entire second half
out rebounding the Blue 1 lens 41-30.
The momentum routed, to shift back for the Dukes with 15:57 left,
when Delaware guard Vohn Hunter pummeled Williams, who had
possession of a loose ball. The rough play instigated a minor fracas
that resulted in a double technical foul on Hunter and junior guard
Charlie I Litter

At

-ii
I didn't think 1 had hit
it out... When I looked
up, the left fielder had
his back turned and
the ball was going
over the wall.

Team shows
optimism
heading into
CAA Tourney
BY DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor
Last season, the Dukes entered
the Colonial Athletic Association
Tournament as the sixth and final
seed in a depleted coniereiu.
postseason. |MU was able to
knock off third-seeded Virginia
Commonwealth
University
before falling to eventual CAA
champion
George
Mason
University in the semifinals. This
season, the Dukes once again
enter the CAAs with a low seeding, but must get through a deeper ll1 team field.
Monday's dramatic loss to the
University of Delaware sends
JMU into the tournament as the
ninth seed As one of the final four
seeds, the Dukes must survive a
play-in game against the eighthseeded College of William &
Mary Friday in order to reach the
quarterfinals But if the Dukes do
beat the Tribe, it won't get any
easier. The winner of the

I
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see LYLE. page 18

— Dustin Bowman
M'nior. catcher

9?
In the bottom half of the second, the Diamond Dukes
answered back. Junior designated hitter Matt Deuchler led
off the inning with a home run.
Two batters later, senior catcher
Dustin Bowman added a solo
home run of his own, making
the score 4-3.
"He missed with his curveball first pitch, he came back
with his fastball and I just got a
piece of it," Bowman said. "I
didn't think I had hit it out;
luckily the wind got a hold of it.
When I looked up, the left fielder had his back turned and the
ball was going over the wall.''
JMU tied it up in the bottom
of the third, when senior second baseman Jason Cushman
led off with one of his three hits
of the day He then moved to
third on a throwing error and
scored on a hit to the second
baseman by junior first base
man Kddie Kim
The Diamond Dukes broke
the 4-4 tie in the bottom of the
fifth, when they put up five runs.
Cushman led off the inning with
a single, but the third and fourth
batters followed up by flying out
and striking out, respectively.
The next batter was hit by a pitch
and forced Liberty to pull its
starting pitcher Alex IXxiky The
Flames turned to freshman
right-hander Todd Mittauer,
who walked the first batter he
faced — IX'uchler — to load the
bases. That brought freshman
right fielder Mike Butia to the
plate With two strikes and two
outs, Butia delivered a baseclearing triple to put JMU ahead
7-4.
"1 had struck out my last at
tm BOWMAN, pa$e 17

JODY WORTHINCTON/M^uniu

LACROSSE

ARCHERY

Dukes look to pick up where they left off

JMU archers shoot
down competition

Team opens season Saturday against University of Penn.
BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer
Junior midfielder Lisa Staedt
will be the first to admit thai log
ing is not an option this MMOfl
for the lacrosse learn.
I .iM \ ear M I started (he season off with a bunch of wins and
finished the season with a
{Colonial Athletic Association)
championship and some great
NCAA tournament games."
Staedt said. "But in the middle
of the season we sort of |ust fell
into a slump. I don't think we
can have that this year; even
game we need to just keep
building upon the game be tore
so that in the end this ye.u we
are even that much stronger."
The Dukes, returning seven
starters from last season's 11 '*
s*|u.id, slid the) .in1 looking to
maintain the same intensity lex el
that captured the CAA title and
nearly led them loan upset oxer
the eventual national champion
the University of Maryland, in
the NCAA tournament.
Vmor attacker McNevin
see 1ACROSSE, page 16

BY MATT BROWNLEE

staff writer

KAKtP. KIIU-tAN a.iff p/M,ntrapliei

The Lacrotsa team klcka off Ita 2002 campaign Saturday
when It hosts the University of Pennsylvania at 1 p.m.

There is a difference between
winning a competition and owning the competition. A difference between coming out on top
and being distinctly alone at the
top. Not many groups of athletes
know what it's like to see its
biggest rivals not just in competition, but every day in practice.
The archery team can tell you all
about it.
To see a list of the winners
from last weekends' Virginia
State
Indoor
Archery
Championship, one needs only
look as far as the archery
team's elite roster. To say the
JMU archers had a strong presence atop the leader board
would be a drastic understate
ment. To say that JMU was the
leader board would be much
more accurate.
Senior Jim Rainbolt, junior
lames Kim and sophomore Josh
Miller took the top three spots
in the men's recurve competition On the women's side, senior Karen Auerbauch, freshman

Stephanie Pylypchuk and sophorpore Kelly Clark took top
honors. The compound competition was more of the same for
the JMU crew.
Sophomore
Adam
Wheatcroft, junior Caleb I teller,
In'slim.iii Ian DeVlvi and sophomore David Allen took spots one
through four on the men's side,
respectively. Not to be outdone,
sophomore Megan Bowker, senior Sharon Ryder and sophomores Jennifer Bissett and Jessica
Avison brought home the hardware for the women.
With results like these, it's
easy to wonder if these shooters
had any competition at all. In a
sense, they really didn't.
"We've scorched the Earth
looking for competition,"
coach Bob Ryder said. "We
can't get schools like the
University of Virginia, Virginia
Tech and Radford to shoot
against us anymore."
With the history and reputation of the archery program, it
see ARCHERS, page 17
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SWIMMING

B-E-A-T

Swimmers shine with two CAA seconds
Men's, women's teams finish just short of conference first, but still accomplish goals
HflWIWt we all swam very
contributing writer
well, and it was exciting to see
When the swimming and many people swimming per
diving was all done, the water sonal-best times."
settled and the Cleorge Mason
University women's team and
the UNC-Wilmington men's -6 6
team were crowned 2002 Every single person on
Colonial Athletic Association
Champions. However, the JMU our team scored at the
men's and women's team each
meet, which is a huge
came away with second place
in the conference champiaccomplishment.
onships this past weekend.
The
meet
ran
from
— Liz Flannery
Thursday Feb. 21 through 2-1 at
sophomore swimmer
the Freedom Aquatic and
Fitness Center where the JMU
■99
swim and dive teams competed
heavily against conference
The meet was highlighted by
rivals. Both the JMU women's
and men's teams placed second many outstanding swims by
in this grueling three-day meet. both male and female swimmers.
Friday's events started off
The teams battled hard, but
the excitement when the JMU
came up a bit disappointed.
"Of course we went into the women finished three one hunmeet hoping to win back-to- dredths of a second behind tinback conference titles," sopho- Towson University team in the
more Liz Flannery said. 200-meter free relay.
BY BRAD RICHARDS

Sophomore Jeff Hicks won
the men's 500-meter freestyle
rui for JMU in a time of
4:3172.
The JMU men's team
stepped up and won the 400meter medley relay with a time
of 3:22 68, knocking off the
Towson team which had a time
of 3:23.09 The relay team
included Hicks, sophomores
Aaron Nester and Brendan
Cartin and senior Tommy
Ouimby
Jen Irby of Towson won the
women's 50 meter free race and
JMU senior Amy Keels performance earned her a third place
finish with a time of 23.91.
"This meet brought my 13year swimming career to an
end ami it was kind ol bittersweet I think that's how all of
the seniors felt this weekend,"
Keel taJd "My 50 freestyle was
really exciting for me because 1
finally went under 24 seconds."
Saturday's races became
very competitive with strong

showings by all members ol
both the men and women's
teams. Each team had numerous top finishers.
Flannery said, "Every single
person on our team scored at
the meet, which is a huge
accomplishment. We tried our
best and were happy with the
outcomes of our individual and
team performances."
Cartin won the 400- meter
individual medley with a
time of 3:59.55 for the JMU
men's team and Hicks recorded another top finish by placing second in the 100-meter
backstroke.
The 800-meter freestyle
relay teams for JMU came up
with a strong win by the men's
team and a respectable third
place finish by the women
Sophomore Mary Webber
Claced fourth in her 100-meter
utterfly race with a solid time
of 57.96 seconds.
The conference meet came
to an end Sunday, but not

before JMU junior Brody Rcid
finished first in the 1,650-meter
freestyle race with a time of
15:50.05. His win was celebrated along with the third place
finish of freshman Geoff Meyer.
The JMU women also got
contributions from Webber,
who finished fourth in the 200meter fly behind three GMU
swimmers, and junior Marie
Hansbrough who finished fifth
in the 100-meter free.
Keel said, "We accomplished
a lot of goals, both individual
and team, while we were there."
Amongst many great swimmers from all the CAA schools,
the )MU teams, both swimming
and diving, competed as they
did all year, but came up a few
points short over the weekend.
"As for the outcome of the
meet, we were proud because
we swam a great meet and
had an awesome season. If
that gets us second then we'll
take
second,"
freshman
Lauren Scott said.

Women's golfer ties for
first place
Freshman Carol Green
tied for first place, shooting a 73-77-150, in the 2002
Carolina Collegiate Classic
in I'inehurst, N.C. Feb. 26.
As a team, JMU tied for
sixth place.
Five men, three women
qualify for IC4As
Track and field had five
men and three women
qualify for the IC4A championships at the Virginia
Tech Last Chance Meet
Feb. 23 in Blacksburg, Va.
Seniors Roscoe Coles,
Anthony Wallace, Ian
Scott, Lauren Burawski
and Waynitra Thomas,
juniors Eric Braxton and
John Fraser and sophomore Cindy Dunham all
qualified.

Lacrosse learns from last season, predicts 2002
lACROSSK.from page 15
Molloy, a 2001 All-CAA pick, said
the team's experience will be an
asset on the field.
"The team this year has more
experience on the field," Molloy
said "Last year we fielded several fust-lime starters who had not
had much previous game experience. This year we are returning
a number of starters who will feel
more comfortable and confident
on ihe field."
Coach Jen Ulehela said she
felt that consistency will be the
key for the Dukes this season.
"We ended up coming on
strong at the end of last season."
Ulehela said. "We peaked at the
right time, and I'd like to think
we can be that consistent
throughout the whole season."
Staedt said .is long as the team
avoids making little mistakes,
there should be enough talent to

win "We've got players in every
part of the field that can get their
job done," Staedt said. "If someone steps up and takes control of
this before (mistakes) become an
issue, well stay together and play
as a great team."
According to Ulehela, the
midfield will be the strenth of
JMU this season. It will not only
boasts Staedt, who last season
led the Dukes in goals (39) and
scoring (50 points), and this year
is a pre-season All-American
pick by lacrosse Magazine, but
three other returning starters in
senior Kristin Dinisio and sophomores Gail Decker and Jess
Beard.
'I'm asking a little bit more
defense of (Beard) this season,"
Ulehela said "She had a lot of
experience last season, and will be
a markup defender along with
Krishn (I)inisio) this season."

1 >inisio, an All-State selection
last season, said, "Obviously
Staedt will be a huge impact
player. She is a natural athlete
and her work ethic is impeccable
and she carries that onto the
game field. Molloy is the core of
our attack ... she reads her
defense well, and has the poise
and patience that allows us to
get good shots off."
"Decker will be a key this
year as well," Dinisio said. "She
is a finisher, plain and simple.
She knows how to put the ball
in the net."
Key games for the Dukes this
season will be against rivals
Loyola University March 17 and
at the University of Virginia Apnl
3, and its match-up with
Maryland at home April 6
"We defeated Loyola in the
final seconds of the CAA tournament last year so we know they

youn DVD Hrnuuum. IMS
buy em and self 'em at PLRM 9!

will be out for blood," Molloy
said. "I can't wait to show them
who like top learn in the CAA
truly is. Virginia is also a major
in-state rival. We upset them in
the NCAA tournament last year,
and it is always an intense and
ultra-competitive matchup."
Ulehela added, "We've got an
incredibly difficult schedule. All
of the (Atlantic Coast Conference)
schools have very strong programs and will be tough games
for us We're just looking to take
each game one at a time."
Aside from its midfield,
Staedt said the team's offense
will have to step up its play. '1
think our offense needs to feed
from our defense and capitalize
when (the defense) makes a great
play," Staedt said. "We have the
ability to run fast breaks and get
some quick goals that way, but
we has e to play tough on both

Free Delivery
Minimum Order
$10.00
Limited Area

ends of the field to be the best."
Dinisio said she felt off-thefield issues also posed a problem
for the Dukes last season. "A
weakness that has the potential
to break us is if we allow the
mental game to get a hold of us,"
Dinisio said.- "Last year we
allowed outside tribulations to
hinder our growth as a team, and
although we ended with success,
I feel we could have gone even
further if we pulled it together
earlier on in the season."
Staedt said, "We are a team
and that"s how we are going to
have to play I think we all realize
that not one of us can do it alone.
We need each other, and I think
that is pretty evident on our
team.
JMU opens its season
Saturday against the University
of Pennsylvania at 1 p.m. at
Reservoir Street Field.

Men's Lacrosse Club
defeated the University
of Richmond 8-5 last
weekend.
Women's Volleyball
Women's Volleyball
Club placed second out
of eight teams in its
final home tournament
Feb. 23.

WQmen's Rugby
Women's Rugby Club
shut out Mary
Washington College 30-0
Saturday.
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Combination Platters
(Served with Egg Roll end Fried or Steamed Rice)
Please Order by Number
1. Chow Main (Shrimp. Chiekan, Beet, or Pork) $4.95
2 Beef with Broccoli
$4.95
,_ Gmn Pepper S(eak
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Lunch Buffet
Mon -Sat
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4. Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
6. Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken
7
Shnmp with Mixed Vegetables
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9 Chicken with Mixed Vegetables
.10 Kung Pao ChlcK,n
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11. Shrimp with Broccoli
$6.25
•12. General Tao's Chicken
$6.25
•13. Hunan Beef
$5.95
•14. SzechuanBeef
$5.95
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Archers hail from all
over to shoot for JMU

Fencing takes fifth state title
Dukes sweep competition with two first, three third place finish
BWAM I

I

F

DIOKID

contributing writer
The women's fencing team
won its fifth consecutive state
title Sunday in Cluirlottesville.
The Virginia Intercollegiate
Fencing Championships, hosted
by the University of Virginia,
included Mollins LMvtnity
Sweet Briar College, Mary Baldwin College and Virginia Tech.
The sabre ,s<|uad won first
place, while foil look third and
epec tied for third. Individually,
the Dukes swept the competi
lion by taking two first and
three third place finishes
Senior Allison Schwartz
won sabre while sophomore
Jennifer Redmore won foil.
Third place finishes were
taken by union Kelly Srotl in
sabre. Elizabeth Larson in
epee and sophomore Allison
Lwkin in foil.
The results un; i, .-., ,1 fen
ing coach Maged "Ma< " Shaker,

who didn't arrive at JMU until
about two weeks before Winter
Break, giving the women limited time for preparation.

had four years of experience
with the German National
Team and coached at the University of Arkansas in 1999.
Last semester, the team
practiced only three times due
to the fact that they did not
a coach. Their small roster
/ was impressed. I did ofhave
just seven caused difficulties.
not expect to have such Therefore, a few weeks ago,
Scott and senior Erinn Reed
a good result because were asked to join the team.
fenced her freshman and
of limited training. Scott
sophomore years, but not last
year. Reed was a member of the
-Maged "Mac" Shaker club
fencing team since her
fencing coach
freshman year.
"We were kind of unsure
about the team until this semester," Larson said. "Considering,
Shaker said, "I
was I think the team has really
impressed. I did not expect to pulled together."
have such a good result
Practice still has been somebecause of limited training."
what difficult because the team
Shaker, from Cairo, Egypt, is is not able to meet at the same
a world-class fencer with 20 time due to schedule conflicts.
years of experience He also The team's individual's talents

-66

99-

and drives have come together
to form the basis of the team's
success. Shaker said the team
members are all very experienced individually, which
makes him act as a "finishing
p.ut' I lowever, with six seniors
graduating, it will be a big loss
to the team.
With all the obstacles the
team has had to overcome, it is
extremely proud of what it has
accomplished
this
year.
Schwartz says she is excited for
the team, especially because it
didn't think it could win.
"I'm really proud of everybody and how we've been able
to cLiw our way through this
season," Schwartz said.
The fencing team's next
match, the National Intercollegiate Women's Fencing Association Championship, is its conference tournament. It will be
held Saturday at Temple University in Philadelphia. Pa.
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may be hard to blame the opposition for Kicking down.
"This kind of success is expected of JMU," Bisset said. "If you
shoot, you're going to come hen?."
True to Bisset's words, archers
varying in everything from hometown to experience level have
thnved under Ryder's tutelage
whik' at JMU Rainbolt is an All
American who migrated from
Washington state and won the
recurve title at states Right behind
him was fellow AII-Amen.Mii
Kim, who left behind the sunny
beaches of California to shoot
arrows at |MU. Al!-American
I leller is a New Jersey import and
Virginia native DeVivi only had
been shooting for a few months
before he took third at states in the
compound competition
The women are equally
diverse in terms of geography
and experience Virginian Aucrbauch and Massachusetts native
Bowker have both have proved
worthy of their Ail-American status all season long. Auerbauch

will enter nationals undefeated,
while Bowker's victory at Matai
i%,is h,-r ■*■,»>!!,I ol the season
The brightest of all the stars is
clearly the Michigan native,
Whcatcroft. Coaches and teammates seem more than willing to
talk about the two-time Junior
World Champion.
"He is just amazing," coach
Ryder said "It will be amazing to
see what he does in his career."
If the past is any indication, he
just might do alright. Already a
world champion and Olympic
hopeful, Wheatcroft is undefeated so far this year and scored 590
out of a possible NO points at the
state meet and may just help the
Dukes to a successful season.
Ryder agrees. The former collegiate national champion and
Olympic hopeful sums up his
teams' talent from a realistic yet
optimistic viewpoint
"We've got eight All-Americans and a great recruiting class
coming in," Ryder said. "Do I
think this is the best squad we've
ever had? Yes I do."

Bowman belts two homers in win over Liberty

SARAH WEK&aaff ptuMographer
Dukes pitcher junior John Gouzd improved to 1-1
in Tuesday's game, his first win of the season.

BOWMAN, from page 15
bat and after the first strike, he
(assistant coach/third base
coach Chuck Bartlett) said to
stop thinking so much and just
swing the bat and hit the ball.
The pitcher came inside and
jammed me, and it stayed fair,"
Butia said.
McFarland said, "It was a
two-smke hit. He got his bat on
the ball, and when you do that
good things happen; that's just
the way of the game."
JMU wasn't done yet. In the
fifth. Bowman added a second
homer on the day with a tworun blast.
"I've really been having trouble this year with hitting breaking
balk," Bowman said. "I've been
seeing a lot of curveballs in the
first two pitches, when he threw
his curveball with his first pitch
and he came back with it with his
second pitch I just sat back on it
and hit it as hard as I could."
After the four-run second.

Gouzd scattered three hits over
the next five innings to pick up
his first win of the year to
improve to 1-1. McFarland
brought in junior left-hander
Jared Doyle to pitch the eighth
and ninth innings. The Flames
fared no better against Doyle as
he finished with giving up just
one hit and three strikeouts. For
Gouzd, the win marked the end
of a long recovery process. He
was forced to miss all of last year
after he had Tommy John
surgery on his elbow.
"He pitched great," Mcfarland said. "They only hit one
ball hard off him today. It was
tlb hrst win in 21 months due to
missmg last year because of the
surgery. It was a really good
performance."
Gouzd said, "I was getting
the ball down a little more then
List game, and I was locating it a
little better. A couple of years ago
they put up some big numbers
against me, so after the second I

Coming soon - old claaalc movies!!
A
For kids, families and all ages!
/ 4
Sound of Music
Rocky
/ fj)
Wizard of Ol
Oodfathor
\fi ,
2001 Spaca Odyssey Jamas Bond \y f>
Slat TW
~*tl
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Offlca 801-8570
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just wanted to stick to my pitching plan, and 1 knew that I could
keep us in the game."
The Diamond Dukes got
offensive help from top to bottom
of their batting order Cushman
led the team with three hits on the
day and scored two runs, the
game-tying run and the run that
put them ahead Deuchler
reached base every time he came
to the plate, going 2-2 with two
walks, two runs scored, a home
run and a run batted in. Butia and
Bowman drove in six runs and
scored three more between them.
"That's one of the strengths of
this team — the depth of the Kitting order," McFarland said.
"There are no easy outs on this
team We got some good fastball
hitters at the bottom of our order,
and sometimes being down
there they see more fastKilK
Bowman said, "I was really
impressed we came back after
being down 4-1. We knew going
in they were a good team, but we

CARL AND MARY HAYNES WELCOME YOU TO

didn't let ourselves get out of the
game. We stuck in there, tied it
up, then added five more runs to
take the lead."
McFarland was happy with
they way his team played
.ig.imst Liberty.
"We played a good game. We
pitched good and hit good. We
stayed back on the left-handed
breaking balls and we only had
one error," McFarland said.
For McFarland and the rest of
the Diamond Dukes; it was another big win at home against a comDCtotive Mm. JMU improved to
6-2 on the season and handed the
Flames their first loss of the year,
dropping them to ) 1
JMU's game against Virginia
Tech scheduled tor veMerday
was postponed and will be
played March 21. After the Diamond Dukes finish out their
homestand I rida\ against the
University at Albany they will
head to the University of Georgia for two games.

•MOVIE INFO'
Call 001-0500
for fhe Movie
"Phantom'

•»e^tir*

CLIMBINGTREE MOVIEHOUSE
VALLEY
All •NowWide Screen
Stereo
Surround
Sound in
Auditorium I
Oniyi

SHOWTIMES
Mon.-Fn
7 alto 9:30 p.m.

Sat. ft Sun.
2-430-7 t, 9.30 p m

MALL

• ' Training Day R 7 4 9 30
#2 Thirteen Ghosts R 9 30 only
This Weeks Hollywood Classic
Gone With the Wind 0 1937
Ntghlly al 7 p m (4 Mourn)
TNe Weeks Classic Kid Movie
Space Jam 0
Nighlly at 7 p m
Sal 4 Son 2 and 4 30

Kids Ages
2 to 12
S3 SO
Adulta 12
and ovar

Coming toon:
The Ma|eallc
The Last Caatla
Harry Potter
Monsters Inc.

15 00

Call 801-8570 for Special Rales for Birthdays. Groups & Schools

\ Harrisonburg
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VISIT OUR STORE AND FEEL THE ATMOSPHERE!

peApL op vie ojueh/T

UNIQUE PRODUCTS FROM THE PHILIPPINES. JAPAN. CHINA,
THAILAND. KOREA, INDIA.AND OTHER ASIAN COUNTRIES,
ORIENTAL GIFT ITEMS LIKE BAMBOO FOUNTAINS, JARS.
VASES. INCENSE. SHELL LAMPS AND CHANDELIERS,
LANTERNS, CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES AND A LOT MORE!
GIFT WRAPPING SERVICE ON ANY OCCASION.
SHENANDOAH HERITAGE FARMER'S MARKET
I MILE SOUTH OF EXIT 243. ROUTE 11. HARRISONBUKG.VA
S40 280)484/4389613
www.asunpearloftheonent.com

Women's
Basketball

/ Unitarian Universalists
Service 10:30 a.m.

We respect the inherent north ami dignity of every person and justice,
equality and compassion in human relation*
Phone: 867-0073

Visitors Welcome

http://homf.ririi.ntt/riuu Kmail: hhure>' ricu.net
r'nr possible campus meeting information contact Kiilph (.rove: .TiivrrfWjmu.edu

Route 33, 5 miles west of li'burg al Dale Knlerprivc SthiHilhouM-

"Spirit Quest"
A Journey fur Youth. Ages 4 Through 17. SUNDAY'S at 10:30 A.M.

THIS SPRING BREAK BUY...

Sunglasses:

Oakleu
Dragon

versus

Spy
Sum It

& more!
Starting® $9.99

Saturday, March 2, 7 p.
Convocation Center

&
OPEN 8-8
EVERYDAY!

W&& *>'*±.*ft±. II Senior

]

$10,000 Shootout! | Night

I-oca ted next to
Snonetis on 33 east

i

SKI & SKATE 433-7201

I8ITHK

BREEZE I THURSDAY, FEB.

SPORTS

28, 2002

Lyle starts in his final
game at the Convo

Dukes keep heads high
entering CAA Tournament

UFLB, from page i5

Unlike other a»nferences. anv
team in the CAA can beat a lellow
lo
CAA
foe on any given nigh
JMU/W&M game !•**■
PTowson University, the 10th seed
, led v niveraity of North
in the tournament, took out
c aiottna-WOmlngton.
fourth seeded I Vlaware twice in
To get to the Swhawkd the
tlie regular seas.ni. |ML' came
Dukes must do something they
closer than most to heating CAA
failed to do during the regular
top dog UNO W. Whether a team
unarm — defeat w&M. The
is first or last in the conference
Mbe took out JMU 77-W in
-landings, the CAA has become
Wilhamshurg |an 2' K-tore edgone of the most competitive miding the Dukes 63-58 in the
makir conferences in the country.
Convocation Center t eb I
"In the CAA, everybody is
I letptte ending the regular
beefing everybody/' Whitehead
season on a sour note, the I hikes
said. "So we definitely have a
remain opdmbtic
chance to get that first-round w in."
"li- definitely a letdown,"
i <>acli Sherman Dillard said
junior center Kenny Whitehead
thai in the time between
Mid >■! the team's finish down
Monday's
loss and the tourna
the stretch "But going into the
ment, there will be some posi
tOUntaflMni we are going to
tive steps made t" rciuvenate
start with a clean slate."
his team and get them ready for
The leam'i uuUiiiism might
the tournament.
be attributed to the lad that .ill
"There is hope," Dillard said
hut four of the CAA teams were
'There's a pot of gold at the end of
M ithin striking distance of one
the
rainbow, and we feel like
another heading into last weektweaking a lew things here anil
end I" fad heading into
there, not dwelling on the past
Monday'-- game* there were I"
and looking forward could give
different sccn.nn- fa ••
isanopportuntt) Bvery team has
in the tournament
an opportunity Much Kis been
"We've goi a chance to beat
every team in our conference, so made about when we play —
I riday Saturday, it decani matter.
I think we are still going down
You've got to win basketball
to the tournament with gent
g.iiivs to win a champa
confidence/ nphomore guard
For us, we ]iist have to win four
Chne Uilli.iinssiid

;>( M s

#8 William & Mary

HAVE KXMIvniorphilosraphrt
Sophomore Chris Williams scored a career-high 18 points Monday.
moretowiuachanipi' I
However thl Dukes will
need the Wp i ptnkn forward
Tim Lyie, w ho has missed a bulk
ol the season with a chronic
knee problem I .vie returned
Monday in nine lor Senior
Night by way of a "miravle"
I vie MM he hop's k>be he.illhv
enough lt> play in the tournament, and the I hikes might need
him alter |unior forward I'.it
Mitchell suffered an ankle
sprain in Mond.n Bgamt

"If Pat's ankle sprain is severe
enough to keep him out of action,
we'll definitely need Tim to be
able to play for us," Dillard said.
Whether or not Lyle and
Mitchell play, the team knows
anything can happen in light of
March Madness
It's a crazy time of year."
Lyle said. "You see il every year
where teams — there's no way
they should have won the games
that they won, and il happens
Siut' have to keep fighting."

After an animated Dillard
prompted the crowd lo get back
into the game, the Dukes
responded with a 14-2 run
sparked
by
consecutive
Whitehead layups and look a
56-50 lead with 7:31 remaining
Delaware
guard
Mike
Slartery converted a 3-pointer
with 1:14 left to put his team up
63-5°. Senior forward Tim I vie
answered with a great lob to
Whitehead
down
low.
Whitehead was hacked and
knocked down both of his free
throws, which set up what
looked to be another close finish
for the Dukes.
After a defensive stop,
Williams brought the ball up to
the foul line where he found
sophomore Dwanye Broyles on
the top of the key. Broyles, who
had taken only one shot all game,
knocked down the 3-pointer,
which gave JMU the lead, 64-63.
The dagger in Delaware's
heart was taken out when a
|MU defensive break occurred
in
the
next
play.
After
Rowland's layup put the Blue
Hens ahead by one, the Dukes
called a timeout The ball was
inbounded to Williams, whole
desperation shot bounced off

2002 Men's CAA Tournament

(7-11, 10-181

#2 George Mason

Friday
March 1
1:30 p.m

Winner G1

13-5.19-8)

Saturday
March 2
12 p.m.

#9 James Madison
(6-12. 13-14)

Winner G5

Winner G3

#1 UNC-Wlimington

Sunday
March 3
3 p.m.

(14-4, 19-9)

■Winner G8

Winner G7

Sunday
March 3
5:30 p.m.

#4 Drexel

(7-11.11-17)

Friday
March 1
4 p.m.

Winner G2

#10Hofstra
#3 Va. Common.

(11-7, 14-13)

(5-13. 10-19)

11-17, 19-0)

Satutday
March 2
2:30 p.m.

Monday
March 4
7:30 p.m.
ESPN 2

Winner G4

#5 Delaware

Winner G6

Saturday
March 2
8:30 p.m

#6 Old Dominion

(9-9. 13-15)

I IMrt. IISM-K.u-nwramil

#7Towson

Saturday
Match 2
6 p.m.

(7-11.13-15)

the rim as the Dukes concluded
their regular season on a sour
note. The toughest loss of the
season couldn't have come at a
worse time Delaware edged the
Dukes 51-50 earlier this year at
its h. met and completed Ihc season sweep in front of 4,561 fans
at the Convocation Center.
Junior guard David Fanning
finished with 7 points, well
under his 17.88 scoring average.
Whitehead scored 12 points
and pulled down 10 boards.
"We lost at home but there's
still hope; we need to put this
behind us. That's the beauty of
post-season play." Dillard said,
"We have to improve in some
areas but we've got new life now."
Williams said, "We just have
to keep our confidence up, keep
our heads up. We've seen every
team in our conference, so we're
confident. We're the type of
team that's going to keep fighting until the end.''
The loss dropped the Dukes
lo 13-14 on the season, the first
time they have been below .500
since early December. They finish the regular season in ninth
place in the CAA with a record
of 6-12 and will start their run
against eighth-seeded College of
William & Mary Friday at 130
p.m. in the Richmond Coliseum.
The game also marked the
final home game for Lyle. The
senior made the start on Senior
Nighl despite having sat out
since Feb 4 due to his ongoing
knee-injury woes. Lyle played
25 minutes, although he didn't
score, Lyle was a presence on
the defensive end.
Many fans in attendencc
held signs or painted their bodies with messages, thanking
Lyle for his play as a Duke.
"I wasn't even looking, and
I s.nv a ton of people that were
really supporting me — people I knew and people that 1
didn't know — and I'm real
thankful that they care like
that." Lyle said.
Dillard said, Tim has had
a very solid career for us here
at JMU. He's represented us
in a very noble fashion. I
think the world of that young
man and we were very fortunate to have had the chance to
coach him "

Rll of my life I wanted to be someone famous..
someone who people would recognize
At a young age, I wanted to be an NBA
star like Michael Jordan. As I grew up, I
worked hard to be the best I could be in
basketball, other sports, or whatever I
did. I was raised m a home thai beaavad
m Jesus, and at a young age I prayed to
invite Jesus into my life and heart.
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Growing up however, my life didn't
reflect this decision, and Jesus was
only a PART of my life I fell that If I
made Jesus number one. then I would
be missing out on reel Ufa. In high school
I excelled m athlebcs and academics. My
junior year I won West Virginia Player of
the year In basketball and All-State
Honors m Football I felt Isle I was on my
way to becoming recognized and a real
success m the eyes of the wortd Some
big-time schools that I wanted to play for
were recruiting me. But, I began to
develop pain in both my elbows that kept
me from going to any recruiting camps
before my senior year This caused most
of the schools to lose interest in me. I
was devastated that some of my favorite
schools were no longer calling But God
used th^ [o make me rely more on him
then on myself. He led me to JMU, a
school I probably n&ver would have chosen
It turned out to be a great decision'
Through this time and my college years,
I have found that being known or
recognized with accolades or popularity
can n^vtr satisfy my heart's real longing
to know Jesus personally and live for
him Jesus, referring to himself in
John 6 27 says, *Do not work for food
that spoils, but for food thai endures to
eternal life, which the Son of Man will
give you" I've realized that finding
fulfillment in the things that the world has
to offer will Just leave me empty and
searching for more. A real
relationship with Jesus, not

r '
&*-

doing religious itutT. is what has brought
fulfillment to my life. The Bible says thai God
loves us and wants us to live at peace with
him and have eternal life. The problem,
though, is that sin separales us from God
The Bible says thai everyone has sinned, and
because ol God's |usl and holy nature, he
cannot allow to sin dwell with him. God sent
his only son. Jesus, to die for us that through
him we can be righteous before God. By
accepting Jesus' payment for my sins and
asking him to come into my heart, I have
experienced the real life and forgiveness that
he gives In my life, I still make plenty of
mistakes but I know that Jesus paid for them
-Tan Lyle

'jJ uv^j )jj/-j<)fy JJJ >hj/j4ii»/jjii
environment, autoclave sterilization & single use needles.

Hours- Mon-Sat: 12-11pm Sun: 12-7pm
-walk-ins or by appointment-privacy assured-

For more information on how and
whet It means lo have a personal
relationship with Jesus feel tree to
email me. lyietsftimu edu Or stop
by CRU (Campus Crusade for
Chrlsrs weekly meeting) to check n
out, Thursday at 8p m in the
second lloor HHS auditorium

990 Reservoir ST • Harrisonburg

Campus Crusade for Christ
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FOR RENT
3 Bedroom. 2 Bath - oeek. *»« 10
class 823C 1 Badroorn favmhouee
2.5 oai**s dec* waih lo class.
$270. 4326993
■rand New 1 M *aerW»ents - a"
apoiiarces. available m,dlumror.
$440. 433-1569
Acroee from Moapl.ai
Ava 4 BR. 1 oath, laundry, off
■treat parking. DSL 12 month
leeee 234 8584
Sutrteaee Available hmnedlataly
205 Newman Avenue #9. $262
monthry. Call Kim. 433-5750, eat.
200
Common* Summer Sublaaaa Available May 2002 Two room*
available m a 4 BR. 2 bath
apartment. Fully furnished, new
carpet. W/D. D/W. deck. $259/
person ail utilities included euept
electric. Female, non-smokers onry.
Call 438-3548. leave message

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished lownhouses
W D. D/W, A/C
2 Blocks from campm'
Klin. Realt>
438-8800

Call Anytime!

Nags Head Student Summer
A ant ale - leeoreeze'ee'tveofi,
252 255*328
Raommate Needed • tor 2002
2003 school year. Free Ethernet.
caOle and local phone included m
rant. Call Crag. 432-0600.
AHoreeejIe Sftrdent Bamaja - Outer
Bank*. N.C. Houses/apartments
Furnished. W/D. AC. dishwashers
Oceanfronts
close to beeches.
Call to stay free Spring Break! Help
in t.ndmg jobs, (h) 252-441*557.
cen 252 2675105.
Large 1 Bft Apartments • good
location Available 7/1. $360
4331569.

Offt ampusHousing.com
Madison Square . furnished
lownhouse 3 bedroom. 2 1/2
bath. W/D, 1 888 994 3113 or
43*1040.

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
l Hf^tiam
Hunter* Rtdgr
Swung ai $150

Mauium Manor

Siarumg HI $250
.' UuliiHuns

wain mi lurierl 8700/mo.

Duke Gardem
NUli-.ni Gardens
Madison Manor

Hunter's Ridge Tawnbouac Available August 1.
8215/prnMHl. 4 badMOai 2
living rooms. W/D. D/W.

Medium Terrace
Medium Square
I uncivil) piece

A/C. 2 haihs

Starting ui $175

4 Bedroom House -

4 Hi'driMtms

Roosevell Strrct

8275/pcrson. W/D. D/W.
A/C Available August I

Umvmiiy Place

3 BR on Franklin St. -

Country Club Court
Slurt<ngat$l7$

Hanlwoud Ooopi. two levels.
water fumMhed. quirt location.

Deck House • 437 s.
Mason Slrrel

2002 - 2003
I BRApt. OSOtao
2 BRApl. S400mo.ur
S200.'person Ethernet available
.1 BRApl. ISIOteaor
SI70/person

- Itftlrwius

4 BR Apt. S720/mo or
f, ISO/person

Sitting or S2SO

I. 2. 8

8340/perwNi. Watrnn>lu<led.

Kline Realty
Property Management
438-8800

2 1R, 3BR, and 4 BR Unite
AvaSeWe • June and August. Call
for locations and pnees. Hess &
Miner, 434-7383.

'138 MM. Anytime!

Hunter* Ridge loft

bedroom apartnania ftoa

Houea Acroae f'om Hospital
duplexes rented as one unit. 8 BR.
2 baths, off street parking, laundry.
12 month lease, June
June,
$270. 234-8584.

J-M
APARTMENTS

Hunicit Ridge
Mednon Manor

I

iMrge Selection
of Houses!

Ontqfthtctosai
complexes toJMV

I iiiiklintiM r & Awxialr*
Property MJII-HI m.nt

Kline Rrall> Property MsjSM.
The good aponmir :

ln(n»«runkr-«»»rrManarrmmmmi

4.M-515I)

Fender Stratocaeter/Peevoy
Classic 30 Tube Amp • $400.
00 0 432-6799

Bri'*.fifc supplies. Ingfedinnle.
Teas - Biuestone Cenars. 4326799.
181 S Mam www BCBRWcom

Almost
Nan
Large
1
BR
Apartments • W/D. available 8/17.
$400 $425 4331569.

3 BR Apartment Hardwood floor* 2 decks.

FOR SALE

Negs Heed Student Rental •
3BR/2 bath. May 5 to Sept. 5,
$1.800/mo. plus utilities. A/C,
washer/dryer,
furnished.
6
persons. VA res. <w> 804-74&5851:
(h) 804-794-6904

2 BR Towahoweee • walking
distance W/D. available 6/1 or
8/17. $525. 433-1569

Madison Terrace
Ijiyman Avenue

' i

Ampeg Classic lass Cabinet/
Crete Heed Combo • Bare*/ played
Excellent sound and condition.
Trials available, conlect Eugene:
schmetea9jmu.edu, 442-4572.
Taking best offer.

We Need 2 Roommates - r( < -,..i
school year Call Stephenle at
4383835

: HidrnnniHuntcn Ridge

Great Rentals
for 2002-2003

year. Call MicnVlle. 442-4496 for
details.

Hunter's Ridge Tewnhouae furnished, 2 BR units, "itchan.
$240/oedroom. 703-737O103.

Room on South Mala Street •
1235 $275 Avertable immediate*
Call 487-4057

Maditon Tenfcr
Waal
A Quiet
Unfurnished
Apartment? Call 564-2859.
*-■>» t.iS.'.'f-L".:.'•■", I . "

Beautifully Reatored Victorian
Duetsx • *or groups Of 3. 4. or 7. 2
kitchens. 2 living rooms. 7
bedrooms. 2 bathrooms Large
yard and parking area Wrap
around
front
porch.
Fui-y
rennovated plumbing, electrical
and drywali In 2000 High ceilings
and nuge bedrooms, average sue
185 sq. ft. Must see msde to fuiiy
appreciate this property. 564-2669.
*ww. casrieprope'ty. com

so com. It sad

199S Suiukl K.t.n* 60l)((
7,500 miles, dual e*neuat. custom
yellow paint, cower and helmet
included. $3,600. o.b.o. Contact
Justin: moranjme>tmu.edu or call
612 4453. for pica/more info:
www.geocitms.com/my9ekMlane
IBaner RG470IH le-.l Blur*
Elactrlc Oultar • with case and
stand. After market Seymore
Duncan pick up. Floyd Rose
tremolo bridge, and Rosenood
finger board Aslung $350 5744692
or duffcm»jmu.edu.
New Palm Pilot M10S • Sleek
and compact. A great, easy way
to get organised' Only $100. Call
4375006.
9) Acura l-t-«.4 5S ■■ B SpsM
2 door hatchback good condition
Asking $3,300 or better offer. Call
Christina. 4382646
Spring Into a Oraat BooW
Thrift. 227 N. Mem.

Gift A

19* H«^ Accord D( • 2 dca coupe.
5 speed, great condition, loaded
Asking $6,500. Call 879-2706.
gNSONIQ
VPX-SO
•
Music
production synthesizer with on
board 24-treck sequencer and disk
drive Over 200 sampled sounds,
aifinriely programmaft'e, fully touch
sensitive keyboard. Full MIDI
includes pedals, case $600. neg
Call Jon. 4333489
1S87 Volvo 240OL • 4 door, 4 cyt.,
auto, 30 mpg , new brakes all
around. 1994 Dodge Caravan.
269-2000
AM IM Ster-o Receiver ( jt -i
Digital Synthesized. Used very
little. $50 or make an offer
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
cleanrvg . grve away. Can 4341241.

g

M

rat si isja

im Pord Tempo - eopro«imate>y
108.000 miles,
very good
condition Asking price: SI.200. or
best offer. Contact information:
Umaimeh Nabi. 540-432-9773 or
571 432 5483
or
email
nabiu#aoi.com.
Fender lleetrle Oultar • Bleck.
hke new. $275.Can for deteiis,
4331943.
pleystetlen 2 ■ system, games,
accessories for sale. E-mail
jmuGameGuye7yehoo.com
for
information
DJ laulpment and Lighting .
everything from speakers to strobe
lejhts to ohsco bails to fog mecrene •
virtually brand new and >n great
condition. Price Is negotiable.
Please contact Matt. 4378584 or
914*305125.
2001 Sllvar Toyota Cellca
11.000 miles, loaded, spoiler,
sunroof, keyless entry, automate
transmission,
Gold
Emblem
package, excellent condition.
extended warranty Can 432 1394
Bicycle • 18 speed, 18 inches.
Good condition. $50. must sell moving Call 5742466 or 5681380.

HELP WANTED
Looking for a Fun Summer Job?
Shenanrjoah River Outfltie's ■% now
hiring for summer season for
campground attendants, campfire
cooks, drivers abte to lift 85 lbs.
Must be outgoing, energetic and
able to work weekends. Full and
pertume 1800-6CANOE2.
SI 500 WMhl* Potartlal
i,
our circulars. Free information. Call
2038830202.
New Past Peod Reateurant • m
Marrisonourg opening in April. Now
taking applications for full/parttime positions FleiitXe hours with
competitive pay. Call 433 9348
from 6:00 p.m. 9.00 p.m. Ask for
Todd.

YOUTH

LUSLUAl I WO

SOFTBAIJ. UMPIRKS

Part Tlm« Media Specialist
Rctnoniibilitici »i|| Include
dc.ciopment upgrade cornea*)
brochures, magaiinc» A newipaper
»d*eni»emenii. and web >iie dwi|n
The candidate will have a working
knowledge of Microsoft From Page.
Microsoft Publiihcr. and Adobe A
great »a> to put your knowledge to
*o«k Hours are fle»ible to meet
vour need* Please call Jerry
Wallace $4u-4M-77R7e»t ISIS,
i l Ml HV:i TRI-Timeiharet, 745
rcet. HamionbutiVA

•1 Spring Braak Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, and
Fkxkial Best parties, best hotels.
bast pnees' Space is limited! Hurry
up and book now* 180O2347007.
ivww.endfessjurnrnertours.com
Spring tree* • Cancun. Jamaica,
and an Florida destinations Best
hotels, free parties, lowest prices!
www. orea*e*it 'eve* com
lsooMS-e'sg

PERSONALS

or email |eTr>'ain-iime*hare com
Fraternities, Sororltlae, Clube.
Student Oroupe • Earn $1,000
$2,000
with
the
aeay
Campus fundraiser com tnree hour
fund rarsing event. Does not nvotve
credit card arjphcatjons Fund raejmg
date* are Hang oucky so can today'
Contact Campusfundraiser com at
8889233238 or wit our website at
iMw.campw/urxs^raer. com
■e a Part of HerrleoAurg'e •
first Spanish and English
newspaper. El Lector The Reeder.
Anting and editing positions
available Contact Ceillin D'iscoll
at 612-4927 or driscocee>)mu edu.

Study Abroad In May 2002 - Tour
France and Switzerland. 3 credits
for F1309: can even count towards
GenEd Humanities requirements!
Wonderful
opportunity
10
experience another culture.
Requirements keep a journal
throughout tnp and write one paper
upon returning. For information
email: hBmietm»C»jrnu.edu tDr,
Hamlet MeU).

Now Wring! A. NOTtMn 5 f| ' i
areas: Supervisors/Lifeguards/
Pool Operators. Apo»y online or call
18777337665 $7.25/hr rrwimum.
www premierenferpnseaaTC.com

Ueei Pteeaaaleeiat. 37 year old,
white, nandsome. averege built
Christian male, who doesn't drink
or smoke and is active m church,
and has many noobies. is praying
for a white. Christian, family
oriented,
non-dnnking. nonsmoking, slender/average built
female ages 21 - 35 who »ouid
like to date. Please e-mail me at
SFKoenigeTearthiink net.

ChMdCJ , hawnvri *
JMU Appro*imetely 10 hours per
week, afternoon*. Call 434-4379.

PAID MCT. INTERNSHIPS
KOKSI MMKR2002
Build your re»umc. Earn over

S7.00/hr. Plus S200 Per Menth housing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks or
Norm Carolina (Nags Head).
Submit application on-line at
wvrw.rnworm com
$250 A Day Potential

Bartend j j

proiAdM i B00393 I Ho

FOUND

V.(«l<)thi» summer Limited
number of poMtmn* jv ailahlr
across VA Apply on-line today!
vi - H.I ulitonpalalers.com

Subscribe to
The Breeze!
iJO for third class mail
or $75 for first class mail.

Found Zlppered Bleck Cese containing 4 zip discs in P lot. Call
to identify. 4331943

you can receive a full year of

SERVICES

\ow accepting credit cards.'

H'>nu are interested in umpiring
inlhcllanivtnhurit I.Hlle

The Breeze!

\ ha or Mailer Card

i sages USBSSSBIDBI
pie aw cuntAd Tommy Thomas
ftla .onwbyihe
llanisunburg Parks and
Recreation Department

Don* Loose Vour Depoertl We II ft*
anything doors, windows, walla.
lights NO job too sm.ui Call Odd
jobbers, 4380123

Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Breeze

and ICJVC voat name and

MincE

phone number

For mm ailornuuoa and **-iMir»c
ntjrdinf it* iniMi*. «K*I of fauecail

This is a paid position and
itSS Honda Civic DX Ceeae -5
speed. CD. e>ceiienl condition.
$7,500. Call 4339162.
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James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805

id i

experience kl > l
however, we will tram

Bu.i*« Burr*

IIK

1 800-M> *«!

Harrlsonburg, VA 22807

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Please join us for our Sunday morning services
Barbara Holloivell, Minister of Students
College Sunday School 9:45 a.m.

Yo«vr ui W«

and 11:00 a.m. Worship

•Just 1 hlocks away from JMU*
501 South Main Street • 433-2456 • www.harrisonhurKhapti'.i.com

flr««z« tftrffitof

Are you going to need some money
after Spring Break?
Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Text Books - Furniture - Clothes - Music - Odds & Ends
Only $15 to run your ad for the rest
of the semester or until it sells*.
•Call 568-6127 for more information

The next Breeze issue will be Thursday, March 14

HAVE A WONDERFUL
SPRINC BREAK!
•

201 THE

BREEZE | MONDAY, FEB.

28, 2002

{Eiaoe is running eufc!

€esoe in ana sign jjeur lease
before Spring Break!
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-06O0
www.lbjlimited.com

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-7 pm
Sat. 12 pm-4pm

